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The African Union ECOSOCC - Global Africa Diaspora
Stakeholder Convention 2015
November 19-22, 2015.
The Establishment of ECOSOCC is under the provision of Articles
5 and 22 of the Constitutive Act. The Convention is organized
under the auspices of theAfrican Union Economic, Social, and
Cultural Council with the support of African Union Citizen and
Diaspora Organizations Directorate.

Submitted by Evelyn Joe.
Special Adviser on Diaspora Relations,
African Union Economic, Social, Cultural Council
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Venue For All Programs for November
20-21, 2015.

!

Best Western Hotel Plus and Conference
Center
5625 O'Donnell Street, Baltimore, MD 21224

Reservations: 800-633-9511 Contact: 410-633-9500
To make reservation based on the Group Discount Rate,
the Code is: African Union
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Background
The African Union (AU) is the
Africa’s pan-African body
made up of member states
with headquarters in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.
The AU
Agenda 2063 captures its vision to achieve “an
integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa” driven and
managed by her own citizens and representing a
dynamic force in the international arena.
The AU Constitutive Act declares that it shall "invite and
encourage the full participation of the African Diaspora as an important part of
our continent, in the building of the African Union.”
The AU defined the African Diaspora as consisting of “people of
African origin living outside the continent, irrespective of their citizenship and
nationality and who are willing to contribute to the development of the continent
and the building of the African Union."
Africa Diaspora includes: North America, Asia, South America,
Latin America, Europe, the Caribbean, Australia, the Middle East.
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On May 25, 2012, in Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa, the
Heads of State of the African Union, Caribbean, Latin and South
America governments adopted the Declaration of the Global Africa
Diaspora Summit, herein after known as “AU Declaration.” The
Summit was hosted by the government of South Africa and
President Jacob Zuma with the attendance of Heads of State and
their representatives, members from Africa Diaspora and Africans
on the Continent. The AU Declaration outlines goals that are
designed to integrate Africa Diaspora civil societies as vital
constituencies in Africa’s developments.
Under three Cooperation Sectors, Political, Economic and Social,
the goals cover a broad spectrum of political, civic, social, economic,
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academic, and cultural developments, and the five African Union
Diaspora Legacy/Flagship Projects. The AU Declaration calls for

periodic assessments of progress on the implementation of the goals.
Today’s interdependence, information technology, and globalization
are major determinants in life, extending well beyond continental
boundaries. Among the top ten fastest growing economies of the
world, six are in Africa and geography is no longer a constraint to
the flow of services, ideas, investments, and abilities to take
advantage of opportunities.
To be competitive in the global market and international affairs,
with viable civil society institutions reinforcing adaptation to new
knowledge, Africa can wisely benefit from the tremendous capacity
and potentials of
both her historical Africa Diaspora and
contemporary Africa Diaspora also known as Continental Africans
or Transnationals, and brand her image, values, and developments.
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The African Identity is paramount in fostering our shared values of
peace, prosperity, and integration. Understanding the nature and
appreciating the intrinsic worth of our culture and common origin
are fundamental in embracing common developments while
drawing strength in the beauty of our diversity. The transformative
vision of AU Agenda 2063 is embedded in the Convention’s
program in concept and execution through the themes and topics.
Africa Diaspora youths should be encouraged and supported to
participate in African Affairs at early age as the Africa We Want also
rests on how we nurture the prospects. Their abilities to understand
and apply knowledge cannot be attained only through the study of
African history or participating in multicultural events. These
knowledge, skills, and our shared values can be incorporated in their
civic awareness with experiential, hands-on engagements.
The AU declared 2015 as the Year of Women Empowerment and
Development towards Agenda 2063. The Convention sensitizes
AU’s commitment in the multipolar international community, noting
the indelible contributions African women have made, and continue
to make, in Africa’s growth in particular and the world in general.
The programs, strategically aligned with the AU Declaration and
AU Agenda 2063, are expressions of diverse voices, consultations,
debates, questions, research, and outreach with the tireless devotion
of many who call Africa home physically and/or spiritually.
Stakeholders should not only feel that they have spoken; they should
GLOBAL AFRICA DIASPORA CONVENTION 2015
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also understand that they have been understood as architects of a
people-centered, prosperous, integrated, and peaceful Africa.
The Africa Diaspora Convention 2015 is consultative and advisory.
Recommendations will be submitted to the AU consistent with the
proper procedures and organs. We appreciate the leadership of
H.E. Mugabe, Chairperson of the African Union; H.E. Dlamini
Zuma, Chairperson of the African Union Commission; and the
Honorable Joseph Chilengi, Presiding Officer of African Union
Economic, Social and Cultural Council.
Cognizant of our interwoven destiny, the Global Africa Diaspora
Convention 2015 is convened in both the spirit and letter of the
African Union Declaration of the Global Africa Diaspora Summit
2012.
May God bless Africa and her people.
Respectfully,
Evelyn Joe
Special Adviser on Diaspora Relations,
African Union Economic, Social, and Cultural Council.
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Related and Recent AU Information
AU Declaration on Self-reliance
We, Heads of State and Government, meeting at our 25th Ordinary
Session of the Assembly of the African Union in Johannesburg, South
Africa, on 14-15 January 2015, adopt the First Ten-Year Implementation
Plan of Agenda 2063 and its Financing Mechanism, as a step towards
our collective vision for the level and depth of integration and
development that our continent must achieve in the next 50 years;
1. In doing so, we also recognise that in order to achieve the goals set out
in Agenda 2063, Member States of need to take practical and concrete
measures to achieve the self-reliance we set as our goal 35 years ago in
the Lagos Plan of Action adopted in 1980;
2. We reaffirm that self-reliance is not self-isolation, but a commitment to
base the development of our continent primarily on own resources, and
to mobilise resources within our continent for development;
3. At this Summit, we have adopted the following package of measures
for self- reliance:
a) The decision on alternate sources of funding, The revised assessed
contribution and Scale of Assessments that will become effective from
January 2016 whose objective is to ensure that in the medium term
Member States of the Union fund 100 percent of the operating budget,
75 percent of the programme budget, and 25 percent of the peace and
security operations;
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b) In addition, through the African Union Foundation that we have
established for resource mobilisation on the continent, we work with the
African people, including our private sector, to explore other innovative
sources for funding our Union. In particular, and for the first time at our
Summits, the African private sector made significant pledges that will
augment the budgetary resources of our Union.
4. We recognise that the long term solution to increasing the capacity of
our Member States for self-reliance and taking full charge of the
budgetary requirements of our Union, is in strengthening the capability
of our economies both at country level and continent wide. In this
regard, we reiterate our commitment to the implementation of the fast
track programmes and initiatives of Agenda 2063;
5. Africa must also be self-reliant in finding African solutions to African
problems in the peace and security domain both in terms of funding and
enhancing our collective capability to respond to conflict situations. The
African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises (ACIRC) is the
interim mechanism that we have created for this purpose while we are
operationalizing our African Standby Force;
6. We believe that this package of self-reliance measures will not only
place our continent on the path towards a vision contained in Agenda
2063. It will also reverse the dependency that hampers the development
of the full potential of our continent.
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Common African Position
The post-2015 Development Agenda provides a
unique opportunity for Africa to reach consensus on
common challenges, priorities and aspirations, and to
actively participate in the global debate on how to
complete the MDGs and
address emerging
development issues.
Published in March 2014, the Common African
Position on the post-2015 Development Agenda is the
embodiment of that unity. The Position recognizes
rising trends such as population growth and the youth
bulge, urbanization,climate change and inequalities.
It reiterates the importance of prioritizing structural
transformation for inclusive and people-centered
development in Africa.
Stated in the document, development approach
requires: development of adequate policy space and
productive capacities, notably through infrastructure,
science, technology development, transfer and innovation. It also requires addressing the
challenges posed by climate change, desertification and land degradation, drought, loss of
biodiversity sustainable natural resource management; ensuring peace and security; and
promoting responsive and accountable global governance architecture, including through
the full and equitable representation of African countries in international financial and
economic institutions.
The African Position is an African Union sponsored document with technical assistance
from NEPAD, the African Development Bank, the Economic Commission for Africa, the
UN Nations Development Program, Regional Bureau for Africa, and the United Nations
Population Fund.
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Dates and Structure of Convention
Duration of Convention
4 days: The Global Africa Diaspora Convention will begin on
November 19, 2015 in Washington, DC and ends on November 22,
2015 in Washington DC with respective and single programs.
All General Assembly, Plenary and Roundtable Sessions will take
place at Best Western Hotel Plus and Conference Center, Baltimore,
Md.

Convention Opens with Welcome Reception
This event will the African Union Mission in Washington DC for
dignitaries, diplomats and invited guests.
5:00pm to 7:00pm

And tm.tv.
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The first day of

General Assembly and concurrent Plenary and Roundtable Sessions
will take place on November 20 from 9:0am to 4:00pm with lunch
break from 12:30pm to 1:15pm.
General Assembly, and Discourse on Africa Diaspora
Representation will take place on November 21 from 9:0am to
3:00pm.

Coffee breaks can be taken at any time
during Plenary and Roundtable
Sessions.
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Convention Closes with Livingstone Formula for Peace
Interfaith & Intercultural Peace Service
The last official program of the Global Africa Diaspora Convention
is the African Interfaith and Intercultural Peace Service is the last
event of the Convention on November 22, 2015 from 11:00pm to
2:00pm. The theme is “Go Beyond the Pew and Pulpit: Faith Without
Works Is Dead.”

Many major and long lasting conflicts are rooted in religious strife.
This
faith-based initiative will bring together civil society
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stakeholders and public figures across cultural and religious lines to
celebrate our diverse faiths and spiritual traditions, highlight the role
of the civil society in promoting peace, the involvement of transcontinental alliances in peace negotiations, and socio-economic
developments as articulated in the Livingstone Formula1, which
emphasizes collaboration between the civil society and the peace
and security sector in building peaceful communities, which are vital
for social cohesion and prosperity to take hold.

At the 25th AU Summit in South Africa in June 2015, the AU
Commissioner for Economic Affairs,
Dr.
Anthony Mothae
Maruping, indicated that the AU has set the goal of making peace
a reality for all the African peoples and ending all wars by 2017.
Report on the Outcomes of the Civil Society Outcomes (CSOs) Consultations in Maseru on the
Implementation of the Livingstone Formula.
1
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Invited Participation: Zooman and the Sign
Presented by Coppin State University Department of Visual and
Performing Arts Performing Arts. This event will take place at
Coppin State University.

ONE MAN’S FEARLESS FIGHT TO SAVE HIS COMMUNITY.

Shockingly familiar! Playwright Charles Fuller takes us into a
neighborhood terrorized by “Zooman,” who has killed a little girl.
How could a family cope with such loss? How could a young man
become a child-murderer? How could a community heal, when
neighbors won’t say what they saw?
Directed by Willie O Jordan, Zooman and the Sign addresses urban
violence with a timely portrait of the impact of neighborhood
violence on an inner city community - and in Africa against the
background of strife and terror.
Fuller's message is that our communities must either stand up for
justice or they will be destroyed by apathy.
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Join a riveting performance, followed by a discussion that explores
our options.

Event on the Margins
Year of Women Empowerment and Development
Towards Agenda 2063
The Africa Ball and Banquet

On November 21, 2015, from 7:30pm to 11:30pm,
is the Africa Ball and Banquet.
This side event heralds and sensitizes AU Year of
Women Empowerment and Development towards
GLOBAL AFRICA DIASPORA CONVENTION 2015
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Agenda 2063 and the mainstreaming of Women in every facet of
development. The program will pay tribute to the late Professor
Wangari Maathia who was the winner of the 2004 Nobel Peace
Prize for "her contribution to sustainable development, democracy and
peace". She was the first African woman Nobel Prize laureate.
Professor Maathai was the interim and first Presiding Officer of AU
ECOSOCC.
The program will honor unsung Sheroe organizations organ that:
! Have demonstrated extraordinary courage and dedication in
serving grassroots communities in Africa and empowering women.
! Serves as a unique model for replication.
! Upholds and project the positive image of African women in the
global community.

Featuring: Africa’s Time, Treasure, Talent
This presentation, “Africa’s Time, Treasure, Talent.” at the African Ball
and Banquet is a thriller by Africa Diaspora Artists highlighting the
commonalities among people of African descent and the role of
African women in promoting an integrated, prosperous, and
peaceful Africa - and the world.
Consistent with events in the margins of conferences, the activities
are commemorative and complementary to bring heightened
awareness to the themes; not conditions for participating in the
General Assembly, Plenary and Roundtable Sessions.
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Accordingly, the events are organized by patrons and supporters to
popularize the shared values of the AU, Agenda 2063 and the 2015
Theme. For more information, individual or organization patronage,
tickets, attendance, or to volunteer as an
organizer of these
memorable milestones, please use the contact number and email
address listed at the end of the program descriptions.
Coordinators of the host event and events in the margins may also
send and invitations with their respective contacts.

AU One-Stop Shop
Responding to demand for information, an information desk: AU
One Stop Shop will have trade and touristic information and also
volunteer, cultural and educational exchange opportunities in
member states and institutions. Courteous multilingual volunteers
will answer questions and offer guidance on pursuing opportunities
on November 20 and 21, 2015 from 12:30pm to 4:00pm.
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Info: NEPAD AFRICA Trade Fair: May 16-20, 2016
Indigenous Products and Services, Abuja, Nigeria

The New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) is an AU
strategic framework for pan-African socio-economic development.
NEPAD’s vision aims to redress critical challenges facing the
continent: poverty, development and Africa's marginalization
internationally.
The NEPAD Africa Trade Fair of Indigenous Products and Services
is an initiative of the African Trade Center. It is organized each year
in various African countries. The 2016 event in Nigeria is organized
in collaboration with NEPAD Nigeria and the patronage of the
Federal Government of Nigeria. AU ECOSOCC is a partner in the

NEPAD Africa Trade Fair of Indigenous Product and Services,
which will take place from May 16 under the theme “Harnessing
Potentials for Inclusive Regional Growth.”
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Scheduled Dates of Events
May 16, 2015: Opening Ceremony
May 17-18, 2015: Business and Investment Forum
May 20, 2016: African Achievement Awards
May 20, 2016: Closing Ceremony

Africa Diaspora Participation in NEPAD Africa 2016
The NEPAD Africa Trade Fair 2015 Information Desk will be in
operation on Friday, November 20, 2015 and Saturday, November,
21, 2015 from 12:30pm to 4:00pm. Business friendly multilingual
volunteers will provide information and follow-up with sensitization
outreach to Diaspora business communities.
The coordinated outreach is helpful to provide AU-ECOSOCC
with information that will assist organizers on the ground in making
adequate preparation for Africa Diaspora participation.
During the inauguration of the NEPAD Organizing Committee in
May, 2015, the Nigerian Ambassador to Switzerland and
Liechtenstein, Ambassador FideliaNjeze, explained that African
countries have prioritized the urgent need to diversify Africa’s
economy, develop local contents, and enhance the competitiveness
of Africa’s products in the international market. The program will
create an indispensable one-stop market for African-made goods and
services, and develop a standard of regulation for ensuring that only
quality products are imported in, and exported from, Africa.
GLOBAL AFRICA DIASPORA CONVENTION 2015
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The program provides a genuine platform to fast-tract the
attainment of NEPAD’s economic development agenda for Africa
and equally lends credence to the on-going advocacy for African
countries to trade more with each other as a prerequisite to boost
local economy, harness Africa’s abundant human resource
potentials, achieve inclusive growth, and wealth creation in the
continent. It also advances opportunities for Africa to forge a
common trade front to break the decades long marginalization of
African indigenous products and services.
Among other enhancements, the events offer unique outlets to
network, meet new people, and exchange ideas among business
owners, investors, financiers, manufacturers, exporters and
entrepreneurs through the Business and Investment Forum.
Learn more on November 19 and 20, 2015 and also explore the
exhilarating attractions in Abuja and touristic sites in Nigeria.
Creative Industries are invited to display their products “Made in
Africa and Africa Diaspora” to demonstrate the competitive advantages
of African ethnic-inspired goods and services.
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Special Magazine and Video Production
Year of African Women Empowerment and Development
Towards Agenda 2063:
Her Excellency Dlamini Zuma: Mantle with a Mission
Rationale: The African Union declared 2015 as the Year of Women
Empowerment and Development towards Agenda 2063 and
convened under the theme at its 25th Assembly of Heads of State

and Government of the 54 member states in Johannesburg, South
Africa, from the 14th to 15th June, 2015. The AU is committed to
mainstream women in all facets of Africa's development.
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The Special Magazine and Video production from the AU
ECOSOCC - Global Africa Diaspora Convention will chronicle the
feats of African women who changed the course of history. It will
also feature pace-setting and cutting-edge developments in Africa
and the Diaspora - from education, economic, social, and political
spectrums to sports figures and entertainers making a charitable
difference in Africa. A post-Convention Online and Print Edition
will capture the memorable moments and movers.
“The establishment of the ECOSOCC is a further reality of the

AU-civil society partnership and provides the Union with a medium
to hear “the voice of the other side”. This partnership has given
legitimacy and credence to the work of many Non- Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) in several countries, and enabled them to feed
into the continental processes.”
H.E. Dr. Aisha Abdullahi, Commissioner for Political Affairs,
African Union Commission.
At the Conference of the Women’s Wing of the African Political
Parties in Khartoum, Sudan on August 17, 2015
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Who Should Attend the Convention
The range of participants will include members and representatives
of: civil society organizations; hometown, alumni, and professional
associations; women and youth organizations; the public sector and
parastatals; international and multilateral institutions; faith, arts and
culture, media, business and academic sectors; AU, diplomatic corps;
and student associations.
Participation in all General Assembly, Plenary and Roundtable
Sessions is free. Reservation is required and will be made on a first
come, first serve basis. Due government regulations, once the
maximum capacity is reached, reservation cannot be made.
Attendees are responsible for their travel and lodging expenses,
which may be sponsored by their organizations. For assistance in
locating suitable accommodations, please use the contacts at the end
of the document.
Food: In compliance with local and state
laws, a licensed and insured caterer must
provide food services. Those who intend
to have lunch during the sessions should
inquire for the cost at the time of
reservation.
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Process Objectives of the Convention
The Global Africa Diaspora Convention 2015 seeks to:
1. Convene a diverse assembly of stakeholders to discuss the
importance of the AU Declaration as a guiding reference for the
inclusion of Africa Diaspora in AU engagements, and the
incorporation of Africa Diaspora in the 10 year implementation
strategy of Agenda 2063;
2. Assess progress made in implementing the goals in the AU
Declaration with a focus on identifying capacities, barriers,
sharing best practices; strengthening mutual cooperation; and
matching needs with resources;
3. Foster the 2015 theme of the AU to fully support women
capacity building in order to ensure their full participation in
political, social and economic decision making;
4. Introduce and sensitize the mandate and programs of AU
ECOSOCC and generate awareness of the objectives of AU
ECOSOCC Clusters;
5. Address conditions and eligibility for Africa Diaspora election
and representation in the AU ECOSOCC General Assembly
based on the AU ECOSOCC Constitution and initiate
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Diaspora-wide consultations on developing consensus for an
inclusive and suitable modality;
6. Identify skilled capacities to initiate the development of a
database and clearinghouse of resource organizations and
professionals;
7. Obtain more clarity on the structural communities in the diverse
Africa Diaspora to inform practical and inclusive outreach;
alignment with developments in Africa and Regional Economic
Communities (RECs); and to improve research-based decisions;
8. Sensitize the shared values of AU Union and Agenda 2063, and
create awareness of major developments and accomplishments
of the AU and RECs.
9. Foster mutual dialogue, through wider Diaspora-wide networks
of participants, on ideas and resources for the establishment of
multi-stakeholder working groups and Advisory Boards that are
consistent with priorities identified in the AU Declaration;
10. Explore innovative and practical sources of funding for Africa
Diaspora Program to ensure sustainability as indicated in the
AU Declaration;
11. Identify and assess, through multiple Plenary and Roundtable
Discussions and recommendations, the possibility of setting up a
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Diaspora Consultative Forum that would facilitate closer
collaboration between the AU and the Diaspora community;
12. Obtain stakeholder feedback and recommendations, through
surveys, analyses, and empirical data, to support evidence-based
policies.

Expected Outcomes of the Convention
Two Years Impact Objectives
• Compared with previous AU and Global Diaspora programs,
evidence of broader base stakeholder participation, including
women, youths, grassroots entities, members in Regional
Economic Communities and the Sixth Region in meaningful and
coherent dialogues that lead to informed recommendations;

• Based on baseline, pre-Convention data, increased level of
cooperation and consensus on developing frameworks that are
prerequisites for Diaspora engagements and representations
through effective consultations in all geographical regions and
identified constituencies;

• Civil society generated strategies to inform AU policies, priorities,
and programs, evidenced by documented and implementable
recommendations from respective General Assembly, Plenary and
Roundtable Sessions;
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• Identified skilled capacities to develop qualitative and quantitative
data that can be used for consultations and a clearinghouse of
organizational and professional resources, evidenced by reliable
and accessible data developed in the post-2015 Convention - in
the next two years with intermittent one year review on progress;

• Identified organizational capacities to advance women
empowerment, growth, investment, development, and enhanced
capacity of women to undertake self-driven developments related
to the six priority areas, evidenced by reliable and accessible data
developed in the post-2015 Convention - in the next two years
with intermittent one year review on progress;

• Improved knowledge of the programs of the AU, AU Agenda 2063
and AU ECOSOCC based on pre and post Convention surveys;

• Greater awareness of, and interests in, AU ECOSOCC programs
and engagements, evidenced by pre and post Convention
developments.

Indicators of Achievement

• Improved understanding of AU, Regional Economic
Communities’ officials engaged in Diaspora policy and diplomacy
on the markup of the diverse Africa Diaspora and alignment of
Diaspora programs with the integration, including the Minimum
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Integration Programs of the Regional Economic Communities,
developments in Africa.

• Tangible Actions resulting in more effective two-way
communications and sustained outreach between Africa Diaspora
and the AU, AUC, and AU ECOSOCC;

• Follow-through by stakeholders, including through the facilitation
of respective AU organs, Regional
Economic Communities,
Embassies and AU Missions, to realize the goals in the AU
Declaration while maintaining high quality and cost effective
services.

• Inclusion of Africa Diaspora developments in the tabled agendas
of the AU through procedures that are consistent with AU
provisions and policies;

• More balanced and positive coverage of Africa, timely and
consistent delivery of African priorities and developments through
Diaspora networks and effective communications with institutions
on the continent.
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Methodology
General Assembly; Plenary & Roundtable Sessions
General Assembly
The General Assembly will open each day’s program on the second
and third day of the Convention. The General Assembly will feature
special presentations from dignitaries, keynote addresses, and
“Morning Makers” so named as the topics characterize
PanAfricanism and Africa’s image in the international community.
Each General Assembly will start with two respective presentations
titled “In Perspective” before the Morning Makers. They highlight
the focus of the Convention and the African Union.
Plenary Sessions

This is
outcomes.

After the General Assembly,
participants will interface and
share presentations,
perspectives,
and
recommendations in a
Plenary Session of choice.
From the described programs,
registrants are encouraged to
identify their preference(s).
helpful in making proper accommodation for fruitful
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Roundtable Sessions

The Roundtable Sessions will provide experts, colleagues, peer
groups with shared interests ample time to engage in in-depth
exploration of solutions, identify
networks to build capacity,
brainstorm, give and receive targeted feedback.
Roundtable Sessions on specialized focus include: Climate change,
energy, infrastructure and environmental issues; science and
technology; Academic and Research Exchange; The Public
Intellectual; Brand Africa; Peaceable Communities through
Sportsmanship; African Designer’s Consortium.
Note: To extents possible, facilitators will hand out information on
major developments in the AU and Regional Economic
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Communities, which are relevant to the topics, to enhance
understanding of the context, coordination, and cooperation. These
will include conferences, policies, resolutions, and declarations.
Some of the relevant AU ECOSOCC Clusters; Special Advisers;
Regional Delegates; AU Commissions; and associated resources are
listed on the next page after the descriptions of the Plenary or
Roundtable Sessions. Not all may be listed. The information will be
updated by the time of the Convention.
Global Participation

Options are being explored for video-streaming to enable
stakeholders in various parts of the Diaspora and Africa to follow
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the general presentations online with provisions for posting
questions.

Speakers and Facilitators
Most speakers indicated interests in making presentations, backed
by evidence of their experience and wider outreach with
constituents they represent, if they indicated
that they are
representing a cause or constituency. Consequently, most speakers
are drawn from organizing groups and sector professionals with
keen knowledge of the topics, issues, trends, and target population.
AU, CARICOM, Latin and South America officials, leaders, and
Embassy representatives with knowledge on the issues usually bring
insights to perspectives, inspire collaborations, broaden appeal, and
build effective links envisioned in the AU Declaration.
External partners working on African Diaspora programs improve
understanding on the status of the programs, opportunities and
challenges, and how stakeholders can be involved.
The sessions will be facilitated by resource persons with thorough
knowledge of the topics, issues, trends, target population, if
applicable, and effective communication and inter-personal skills.
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People-Centered Approach
In his book, Servant Leadership, Robert Greenleaf emphasized the
need to lead by serving instead of by directing or controlling. The
Convention is a people-centered approach to engage stakeholders in
accordance with the vision of the AU: an Africa driven by her own people.
It is building civil systems that support viable democracies and
developments. We expect insightful, purposeful discourse and
recommendations; not imposition of ideas.
Ideally, participants may develop intentional relationship and
friendship among themselves through networking and fellowship in
mutual settings that the Global Convention uniquely provides. As
such, meaningfully directed, ideas may resonate in democratic
fashions as the basis for cooperations and partnerships. The
objectives, which require varied inputs and common understanding,
cannot be realized through respective meetings of various interests
and NGOs online. Ultimately, mutual relationships between the
Diaspora and the Regional Economic Communities are vital to
implement the AU Declaration.
Leadership is not about being. Leadership is about becoming because it
is dynamic and active, always changing and adapting for growth.
And the journey must begin somewhere by taking stock of where
we are and where we intend to be. It is apt in this case since this is
the first attempt, after three years, for the diverse Africa Diaspora
stakeholders to jointly address the goals of the AU Declaration.
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Program Outline and Descriptions
General Assembly: Morning Makers
Where Are We In Time & Integration? Link or Sink
On November 20,
2015,
youths will
enact the All African
People Conference
of 1958.
A year after Ghana
g a i n e d
Independence from
Britain under the
leadership of
Kwame Nkrumah,
the All African People Conference was held in the capital city Accra
in December 1958. Nkrumah was convinced, perhaps to a startled
world outside Africa, that “Ghana’s independence would be meaningless if
other African states are still colonized by the European powers.”
A Conference of “All Independent African States” (Libya, Ethiopia,
Liberia, Morocco, Tunisia, Sudan United Republic of Egypt and
Ghana), was convened, followed by the historic All African People
Conference with the slogan “ Hands off Africa.”
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A Keynote presentation on PanAfricanism will be delivered by
Professor Leonard Jeffries, President of World African Diaspora
Union.
Where are we in time and integration? The question will usher in lively,
spirited, knowledgeable, constructive discourse, and exchanges on
integration issues, weighing in varying models, taking into account
development tools, and
considering progress made through
Regional Economic Communities as the building blocks of Africa’s
integration.
The discussions will improve awareness on AU Agenda 2063
through purposeful and critical analyses and the role of the civil
society in driving the process of integration.
The AU Declaration highlighted the historical context, strategic
dimensions, and future prospects by inviting people of African
descent to play vital roles in exploring opportunities that strengthen
Africa, CARICOM, Latin and South American nations with
broadened frontiers of pan-Africanism.
The AU Declaration calls for:
“South-South Cooperation through closer collaboration
between the African Union (AU) and all inter-governmental
entities in regions in which African Diaspora populations
are part of; leverage the collective efforts of the African
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Union and all inter-governmental entities in regions in
which African Diaspora populations are part of to promote
and advance issues of critical importance to Africa and its
Diaspora; encourage AU Member States to establish more
formal relations with the Caribbean and Latin American
nations and vice versa; and where practicable, the opening
of more Missions in the respective regions.”
Participants will showcase best practices, drawn from history and
current events, and today’s alliances in the international geopolitical
landscapes, on how PanAfricanism and shared values benefit from
leveraged resources for sustained awareness, concerted actions and
advancements, and enduring solidarity.
Participants will explore and submit recommendations on the moral
and technical support that Missions and Embassies, which are
nearer to the people, may offer in advancing the goals in the AU
Declaration.
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The Fourth Estate: Whose Media Lens?
In the General Assembly on November 21, 2015, a range of media
practitioners, film makers, communication students will participate
in incisive panel discussions on how Africa is generally depicted in
the international media by the selections of news to cover, which
are disproportionately sensational woes or doomsday predictions;
the consequences; and what redress, if any, is possible.
"Why do you focus on the slums and not on the positive stories? Why search out
the most miserable environments to film in and continue propagating negative
stereotypes of Africa as a nest of poverty and problems2?”
The focus on negative narratives not only hurt developments; they
affect conditions of living and influence immigration policies. Yet,
another counter narrative is Africa is Rising without providing the
context. Neither narrowcasting captures the complexities.
Participants will provide examples of how Africa media operators in
a rapidly changing and digitalized media landscape can establish
robust and competitive Africa networks; the social responsibility of
the media in promoting continental consciousness,
good
governance, and the rule of law.

2

The Guardian:Why Africans worry about how Africa is portrayed in western media by Remi Adekoya
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How can Africa News Network Services with global reach present
the priorities and
policies
of the AU to the international
community, serve as a reliable and authoritative voice in projecting
significant African developments, thoughts, and trends while
providing balanced perspectives on issues affecting the global

community and inviting responsible opinions and discourse?
Join the riveting conversation in the Fourth Estate to move beyond
simplicities.
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Plenary and Roundtable Sessions
1) The African Woman and the Girl Child
On Her Terms Without Glass Ceiling

At the 23rd Ordinary Session of the African Union Assembly of
Heads of State and Government held in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea
in June 2014, the African Union declared 2015 as the Year of
Women Empowerment and Development towards Africa’s
Agenda 2063, marking the 20th Anniversary of the adoption of the
Beijing Declaration and its Platform for Action (1995) and the 5th
Anniversary of the African Women’s Decade (2010-2020)
The follow-up on the implementation of the AU Declaration stated:
“request the AU Commission to develop mechanisms to
ensure that the experiences of women, youth and
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vulnerable groups are taken into account in the
implementation of this Programme of Action.”
Women play critical productive roles that directly impact Africa’s
development but these activities are un-accounted based on the
concept note by the AU on the AU Year of African Women
Empowerment and Development towards Agenda 2063. It stated
that despite positive achievements registered recently in decisionmaking, women constitute about half of Africa’s poor by income
and other measures related to GDP and social accounting. In
addition, women are more vulnerable and at-risk due to the
challenges caused by social, economic, cultural and political
marginalization, gender-based violence, fundamentalism, terrorism,
conflicts, and other forms of discrimination against women.
This Plenary Session is aligned with the overarching objective of the
AU ‘‘Year of Women Empowerment and Development towards
Agenda 2063’’ to come up with defined strategic actions to fully
support women capacity building and access to resources in order to
ensure their full participation in political, economic, and social
decision making. The discourse will be guided by six key priorities
areas adopted during the Stakeholders’ Consultation between AU
Ministers of Gender and Civil Society Organizations, Regional
Economic Communities, with the support of AU Development
Partners at the margins of the 24th AU Summit in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia in January 2015.
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PRIORITY 1: Enhancing Women’s Access to Health with a
specific goal to end Violence against Women and Girls and Protect
their Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights. The message is:
End impunity for sexual and gender-based violence against women and girls and
invest in quality health services and facilities that are accessible to all women and
girls, particularly those in rural areas.
PRIORITY II: Education, ICT, Science and Technology with a
specific goal to provide a qualitative Education for All Girls and No
to Child Marriage. The message is: End child marriage in Africa, invest in
education for girls, particularly in science, technology, ICT, engineering and
mathematics, and increase sanitation facilities for girls and the retention rate of
girls in rural and urban areas.
PRIORITY III: Peace and Security with a specific goal to involve
Women at the Peace Table. The message is: Recognize and amplify the
role of women in early warning mechanisms to prevent violence, promote gender
equality at the peace table, and invest in centers of excellence to build a critical
mass of peace builders.
PRIORITY IV: Agriculture, Food Security and Environment
with a specific goal to retire the hoe to the museum. The message is:
Reduce physical burden on women farmers with technology
innovation and increase farming-poultry-livestock-fishing yields,
increase Climate Change response, while also reducing the number
of hunger and undernourished.
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P R I O R I T Y V: F i n a n c i a l I n c l u s i o n & E c o n o m i c
Empowerment with a specific goal for the Establishment of a
Bank for African Women. The message is: Unleash the dynamism of
African women by promoting women’s entrepreneurship and board leadership,
ownership and control of assets – including land, and women’s agency in parallel
with increased access to financial resources in rural and urban areas.
PRIORITY VI: Women in Decision-making & Leadership with a
specific goal to recognize women as key actors of the electoral &
Judicial machineries. The message is: Mainstream Gender parity and
participation of women in judicial processes and institutions, especially in
governance and at decision-making levels, such as the Supreme Court,
Constitutional Courts, and Regional Courts.
The topics strategically encourage the exemplification of women’s
capacities in development and leadership both in the public and
private sectors. The topics will not only dwell on capacities and
competencies, presenters and discussants will address women’s
integration and advancement in the fabric of economic, social and
political life.
The equity in participation and decision-making improves Africa’s
competitiveness by tapping into a wider pool of potentials, given the
level of qualified women, which contributes to a more productive
and innovative working environment.
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Participants will examine the extent to which Africa Diaspora
women,
through organizational and
accountable efforts, are making contributions
in varied sectors in Africa; showcase
replicable best practice; and sensitize
methods that can be used to build
participatory partnerships with civil society
organizations in Africa and the public sector.
The goal is to identify specific solutions in critical areas, based on
sound practice and ethics, to address gaps in service, especially
where there is critical shortage of expertise and capacity builders.
Participants will, therefore, sensitize strategies, key personal and
organizational characteristics, and
policies that influence the mainstreaming
of women in development and upward
mobility.
These experiential perspectives, and
progression of African women in
ownership and leadership, grant authentic voice to self-reliant
developments that may frame public discourse, mentorship, privatepublic partnerships, and shape policy inputs.
The Future of the African Girl Child centers on her
fundamental right to education and redressing
vulnerability due to exposure to risk factors that result,
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or likely to result, in
economic damage.

long-term physical, social, emotional or

Vulnerable populations include people with disability or living under
conditions that inhibit the individual from obtaining basic
psychosocial support, amenities, knowledge, and skills. From
assessment to action, Africa Diaspora resource experts will share best
practice in addressing the needs of vulnerable populations, including
how people with disability can gainfully function in the least
restrictive environment with adaptive strategies, if necessary. These
persons may be their own best advocates.
In effect, governments alone cannot have answers to every need.
The experiences of the afflicted and their affected families, and
resource organizations, can be coordinated partners with the public
sector to advance Women Empowerment and Development towards
Agenda 2063.
You are welcomed to the transformative discourse.
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The African Woman and the Girl Child
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters
Chair: Mrs. Fatma Mehdi Hassan
Women and Gender: Women; Gender and Development as crosscutting
issues.
Chair: Dr. Tunji John Asaolu
Social Affairs and Health: Health; Children; Drug Control; Population;
Migration; Labour and Employment; Family; Aging; the physically
challenged; sports; culture; youth and protection and social
integration.
Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programs: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.
Relevant AUC Commissions
H.E Dr. Mustapha Kaloko: AU Commissioner for Social Affairs.
H.E. Dr. Aisha Abdullahi: Commissioner for Political Affairs.
Related Resource: African Committee of Experts on the Rights
and Welfare of the Child.
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2) Arts, Culture, and Humanities
A) Impacts on Identity, Heritage, and Curricula
B) Cultural Patrimony
C) African Gastronomy: Africa & Africa Diaspora food history

"
Art forms: visual, performing, the written or spoken word concern
themselves ultimately with identity, either subconsciously implied or
explicit; whether they are societal, institutional, or personal when
there is a meaning that envelops the production, presentation, or
use.
If you are an artisan, lover or patron, you may consider this Plenary
Session against the background of Arts displays moderated by
Ethiopian-born artist and designer of the African Union Flag,
Yadesa Bojia (above left), cultural evangelist and former political
diplomat Rufus Stevenson, International Poet Dr. Martha Ngwaimbi
in creative session that links the Diaspora with motherland.
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The AU Declaration calls on stakeholders to “build on Africa's
and the Diaspora's comparative advantages in culture to
translate them into economic gains through collaborative
prog rammes that would facilitate the strategic
development and marketing of their cultural goods and
services.”

Common African iCommon African identity

In May 2015, at the 4th Pan African Cultural Congress in Johannesburg,
South Africa, African Union Chairperson Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma said the
arts forms part of a crucial plan to grow Africa's economy.
Arts and culture-related enterprises are known as “Creative
Industries,” and they provide direct economic benefits to
communities. In a broadcast on “African Art is having a Renaissance,”
by BBC, the highlight was on the explosion of market for
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contemporary African art. Contemporary African artists are being
recognized globally.
This Roundtable Session will address the importance of creative
industries in building and sustaining economic vibrancy: creating
employment, stimulating innovation, strengthening Africa’s and
Africa Diaspora’s competitiveness in the global marketplace and
developing network capacities.
Participants will also address arts-infused strategies to foster peace
and integration with emphasis on cross-sector partnerships. The
discussions will 1) tap into the cultural assets of communities,
engage residents in mutual communication and development; 2)
highlight the African Identity and AU shared values and 3) provide
linkages between the Diaspora and Africa, including with the revival
of the Festival of African Arts and Culture (FESTAC).
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H.E. Jacob Zuma on African Liberation Day 2015 in South Africa

Upholding the Common African Identity is indispensable for peace
that inspires integration and for prosperity to flourish. In this
segment, discussants with present shared and similar attributes of
indigenous African institutions from Cape to Cairo and beyond;
projects that facilitate reuniting historical Africa Diaspora with
Africa, such as the Joseph Project in Ghana, with recommendations
on how the links can be replicated in other regions.

Numerous scholars and lay
people advocate for projects that
e m p h a s i ze A f r i c a ’s e a rl y
civilization and contemporary
roles in world history - as opposed
to depictions of being discovered,
civilized, and noted as an
addition to world history.
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Participants will explore what, in the words of former Senegalese
President Abdoulaye Wade, “brings to life our common destiny” and
how the significance the heritage can be sensitized, documented,
institutionalized, and properly maintained. Participants will explore
strategies for the revival of FESTAC.



Below: A librarian and manuscripts in the Ahmed Baba Institute in Timbuktu, Mali.

One of Africa’s best kept secrets and ignored legendary. The
production of the Timbuktu manuscripts reached its highest point
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when Timbuktu was a commercial hub before the 15th century and
a center of academic studies with more than 150 universities.
Passed down through generations by Timbuktu's eminent families,
the volumes were often stored away, neglected, and allowed to
disintegrate. UNESCO started drawing attention to the works
during the 1960s and funded a national library, the Ahmed Baba
Institute. Renowned scholars such as Dr. Henry Gates of Harvard
School of African American Studies and former President Thabo
Mbeki lent their names to the restoration project.

Passed down through generations by Timbuktu's eminent families, the
volumes were often stored away, neglected, and allowed to disintegrate.
UNESCO started drawing attention to the works during the 1960s and
funded a national library, the Ahmed Baba Institute. Renowned scholars
such as Dr. Henry Gates of Harvard School of African American
Studies and former President Thabo Mbeki lent their names to the
restoration project.

Cultural Patrimony and Elginism
The AU Declaration stated: “Coordinate with the African
Diaspora regarding the question of the illegally acquired
cultural goods that exist outside the African continent, with
the aim of speeding their return to their countries of origin
in Africa.”
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“African art and antiquity ranks among the most technically sophisticated

and aesthetically resonant art in the history of the world.”
Dr Tony Monda.
Cultural patrimony is an object with cultural, historic, or traditional
importance to a certain group, nation or the wider region. Elginism is
cultural vandalism with severe negative effects on the art world
because many artifacts are destroyed when they are torn out of their
cultural & spatial context. Consequently, scholars are unable to
retrieve valuable historical information because they can only deal
with fragmentary remains instead of a complete unified object3.
Priceless objects have been removed from Africa due to catastrophic
occurrences like war, some were obtained through dubious legalities,
and a substantial number through outright looting. Most of the
African artifacts are in museums and private collections around the
world. In Western museums known for their wealth of ancient
treasures from world civilizations, people find African inspirations,
may feel the striking African experience and history, and Africa’s
connection to, and influence on, the rest of the world.
In an article republished in many fora, “Africa’s Masterpieces Must Be
Returned4, Dr. Monda stressed the position of the International
Council of Museums: “The looting of archeological items and the
destruction of archaeological sites in Africa are a cause of
3

Elginism (ĕl’gĭnĭz’əm) n. 1801. Elginism: An Act of Cultural Vandalism

4

http://www.thepatriot.co.zw/old_posts/africas-masterpieces-must-be-returned/
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irreparable damage to African history and hence, to the history of
human kind.”
He indicated that “whole sections of our history have been wiped
out and can never be re-constituted. For many enlightened Africans,
the issue of restitution and its lack of resolution are indicative of the
unequal relations between the West and African and the restitution
of a work of art or record to the country of origin enables a people
to recover part of their memory and identity.
This pressing and contentious issue of the return and restitution of
Africa’s looted art, antiques and cultural heritage, from today’s
custodians of Euro-American museums, is one that requires urgent
attention and government intervention of every African nation.”
“Perhaps one should start by creating dialogue with them, to return
stolen iconic treasures to post-colonial Africa. It is our duty,
especially given the current indigenous empowerment drive.”
Efforts and pleas to retrieve the looted antiquities, including funds
created by UNESCO towards the recovery of the stolen treasures,
have resulted in a trickle number returned while most are still under
the status of “to the victor goes the spoil!” Some of the keepers
argue that they are stewards to protect and preserve the African
priceless treasures. Some call them loan-term loans.
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Culture is the soul of a people. The coercive, illicit, and dubious
removal of cultural property robs peoples of their history and value,
and minimizes their sense of dignity.
This segment will provide a record of efforts by various African
nations and advocacy groups, UNESCO stipulations, and laws in
respective Western nations that grant foreign countries the right to
be heard on the return of their cultural treasures. Participants will
explore the provision of the “Object ID,” which is a post-colonial
(new) standard for the identification of works of art and artifacts.
The objective is to allow essential data about stolen art to be
transmitted expeditiously among collectors, cultural institutions, law
enforcement and insurance agencies, customs bureaus, and art
dealers.
The information on advocacy, data, and policy can be used to devise
informed strategies to coordinate efforts and international support
for the return of African treasures that are subject to the requests.
In the next pages are some examples, among many, of looted
treasures to guide participants in understanding the context of the
discussions.
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Looted from Egypt, the Rosetta Stone is a granodiorite stele inscribed with a decree issued at
Memphis, Egypt, in 196 BC on behalf of King Ptolemy V. It has writing on it in two
languages (Egyptian and Greek), using three scripts (hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek.)
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Right: A terra-cotta figure from Jenné-jeno, an archaeological site near Djenné in
Mali, occupied from around the 3rd century B.C.E. until the 14th century C.E.
The figure was excavated during a field project of Rice University and the
government of Mali. It is an example of the kind of object that has been lost to
looters and illicit trade.
Right: Pits dug by looters at the site of Mounya, 30 kilometers west of Djenné.
Mounya is one of the most heavily looted sites in Mali. It is estimated that as much
as three-quarters of the surface remains at the site have been taken or destroyed.
Photo: Rod McIntosh.
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In April 2015, Italy returned to Ethiopia the first piece of a huge
1,700-year-old granite obelisk 68 years after it was looted by the
troops of the fascist Italian dictator Benito Mussolini.
The 58-tonne middle section
of the funeral stone was
returned from Rome to the
northern Ethiopian town of
Axum at sunrise in a cargo
plane and was greeted by
Ethiopian leaders, cabinet
m i n i s ter s a n d o rd i n ar y
Ethiopians chanting prayers
and weeping with joy. Axum,
now a town of 60,000
people, is the former centre
of the once powerful
Axumite kingdom that lasted
from just before the time of
the birth of Jesus until the
12th century.

King Ezana's Stele: One of
the 1700-year old obelisks
erected by the Kingdom of
Axum
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Edo (called Benin City by the British), the capital of the Independent Kingdom of
Benin was the last Kingdom in what became Southern Nigeria to resist British
takeover in Feb. 1897. Edo soldiers killed 9 British officers soldiers who had come
on a secret mission to depose their ruler Oba Ovonramwen. In retaliation, the
British naval brigade attacked in what is known as Britain's Punitive Expedition of
1897.
The British looted rare works of African Arts before setting the city on fire. In June
2012, some of rare collections from the Kingdom of Benin were donated to Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. This reignited outcries and debates, which have raged for
decades, for the return of looted African arts to their countries of origin. After
initially refusing to give back the looted arts and exhibiting them, the Boston
Museum returned eight pieces of ancient African art to Nigeria.
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Gastronomic Traditions: Food Culture and History

This Roundtable is on African Gastronomy, which is the study of
food and culture. Food migration is among the most globally
transformative attributes in documented history. The segment will
also focus on capacity for agricultural production, demand, and
marketability.
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The objectives are to:
(1) demonstrate African and Africa Diaspora linkages through food
heritage.
2) identify and estimate the market size for African and Africa
Diaspora ethnic food that presents significant opportunities to local
growers;
(3) explore coordinated strategies to match the capacity of the
Diaspora with development needs in Africa to improve agricultural
mechanization levels (i.e. the use of machinery in farming) for
consumption, exports, and expansion of global market niche.
This segment complements the Fine Dining of African Banquet
and Gala that sensitizes the African Union Year of Women
Empowerment and Development towards Agenda 2063.
From ancient times to date, migration is essentially the story of
human race, from a few miles to epic journeys across oceans and
continents. The search for spices and sugar led Christopher
Columbus to sail to obtain what were inextricable linked to the
trade triangle, which brought enslaved Africans to the "New
World."
Among the reasons for the journeys are slavery;
colonialism; voluntary resettlements; adventurers in search for
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legacy, fame, fortune, or power; career moves;
invasion of other peoples' land.

evangelism; to

Whatever the cause, people have resettled across Asia,
Europe, Africa, the Americas, Australia and they did not
leave their taste behind; some acquired new ones.

Gastronomy is the study of food
and culture and food migration is
among the most globally
t r a n s fo r m at i ve at t r i bu t e s i n
documented history.

A human interest story from the
National Geographic5 puts this segment in perspective.
Cornelia Walker Bailey, while growing up in Sapelo Island, Georgia,
USA, never thought of red peas as anything special. Sapelo Island is
a state-protected Island with about 50 residents, primarily
descendants of African slaves who settled there after slavery was
outlawed and is reachable only by air or boat, with the primary
ferry coming from the Sapelo Island Visitors Center.

How Slaves Shaped American Cooking: Slaves planted the seeds of favorite foods they were forced to
leave behind by Karen Pinchin
5
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In the Bailey household, the tiny
red legume (beans), with its thin,
firm, sweet, buttery flavor was just
another staple she and her family
planted, harvested, and cooked.
Well, the significance is that the
red pea originated from Africa, is
the original ingredient in the
region's quintessential rice-andbeans dish “Hoppin' John” and just
one of the many heritage crops from Africa receiving new attention
from farmers, chefs, scientists, and food historians. An increasing
number of
researchers, most of them African-Americans, are
bringing to light the uncredited ways that slaves and their
descendants have shaped American cuisines and how Americans eat.
“We Eat This Back Home"

One of the researchers is Atlanta chef Linton Hopkins, who has
created several ways to cook and serve peas at his acclaimed
southern-upscale Restaurant Eugene,
including his version of Hoppin' John.
Bailey indicated her favorite way to eat
peas is in a traditional dish with stewed
meat and okra, another plant that
originated from Africa. "I had quite a few
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okra dishes when I went to West Africa. They had it in stews and stuff—very,
very similar to what we eat here," she says. "The strange dishes they were serving
us weren't strange to me, because I was going, 'Hey, we eat this back home.’"
Culinary historian Dr. Jessica Harris indicates that
food traditions hold symbols and meanings that serve
as historical roadmaps. For decades she has used an
image of okra on her business cards as a symbol of
her family's African roots and her own connection to
the continent's cuisine. Speaking at a conference in
2014 on food culture and history at the University of
North Carolina in Greensboro, she said as the green,
finger-shaped vegetable pops up on menus across the
United States as an emblem of southern American cooking, the true
narrative of the plant is at risk of disappearing.
Okra, an ancient vegetable
that came to the U.S. from
Africa and the West Indies by
way of slaves and slave
traders in the 1600s and the
crop, is
a quintessentially
southern delicacy. Harris says
okra is indelibly connected
with the American South
while “gumbo,” the flagship
dish of New Orleans, is usually thickened with okra, a technique
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that is actually an adaptation of “soupikandia,” a Senegalese stew
soup that slave cooks prepared in plantation kitchens for both
themselves and their owners. "Yet gumbo has become totemic (having
significance to a social group),” says Harris, "linked forever in the American
mind, particularly with southern Louisiana” and from Africa.

Black Contributions
Jessica Harris indicates her mission is to make sure that the
contribution of slaves to America's culinary traditions is not
forgotten but the primary challenge is reconstructing history when
Africans were subjugated to the point where they were nearly left out
entirely. "Black people have been in the room, but for so long they were so good
at being invisible that they were easy to leave out of the historical record.”
David Shields, a professor at the University of South Carolina in
Columbia and an expert in early American literature and food
revivals, used the Emeline Jones example. Jones was a slave who
started as a house servant and rose to the pinnacle of American
culinary life with her extravagant multi-course meals.
She earned admirations and job offers from US Presidents
Garfield, Arthur, and Cleveland who sampled her fabulous meals
when Jones worked as a cook at New York clubs in the late 1870s.
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Her story might have been lost if Shields had not dug through news
articles and obituaries to re-create her life.
Researcher Alicia Cromwell says one major challenge is "studying
the silences," a phrase coined by Harris, which forces researchers to
engage in detective-style deductions to piece together a more
complete view of history in the absence of primary documents like
diaries and letters written by slaves.
Cromwell went through documents—legislative records, tax rolls,
newspaper clippings, and primary sources other scholars had
reviewed hundreds, if not thousands of times before—and was able
to discern that female Muslim Nigerian slaves, working as fruit
sellers and market vendors on behalf of their owners, helped shape
the overall economic structure of the American South with longdistance price fixing and aggressive sales techniques.
"I'm trying to teach my students, black and white, a different kind of
history about slavery," says Cromwell. "If we want to understand current
relationships, then we need to go back to these very uncomfortable pasts and
explore how Africans actually contributed to American culture.”
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"
An illustration depicts slaves crushing the sap out of sugar cane on a sugar
plantation in New Orleans. Illustration by the Print Collector, Getty.

Georgia chef and farmer Matthew Raiford
is able to reconstruct his family's past
through his farm, which has been in his
family since 1874. Called CheFarmer
Matthew Raiford, he coined the term
“CheFarmer,” merging of words “chef ”
and “farmer.” He is the Program
Coordinator and Assistant Professor of
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Culinary Arts at the College of Coastal Picture Credit: Gilliard Farms, LLC

Georgia and also a farmer who has returned home to Brunswick,
Georgia to become the sixth generation farmer on his families’ land
that they have owned since 1874. Gilliard Farms, LLC is a Georgia
Centennial Family Farm.
Raiford keeps a yellowed letter, a rare piece of history addressed
from his great-grandmother to his grandmother, detailing how and
where to plant corn, sweet potatoes, sugar cane, and watermelon.
His great-great-great grandfather Jupiter Gilliard, the man who
purchased the farm, was born a slave in 1812. "It's important to continue
this conversation, about who brought what [to America] and why we eat what
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[we eat]," he says. "Those conversations need to happen so everyone has a voice
at the table.”
Bailey, back on Sapelo, agrees. "Everybody needs to keep in touch with their
ancestors, and through food is one of the best ways to get close," she says. "They
could have been gone 300 years ago, but to say my great-great-great-grandparents
used to use this and cook this and plant this, that gives you a good feeling.”
In interviews about agriculture6, Raiford points out that the United
States was built via the labor of black farmers — like his ancestors.
“The Africans who were brought to America brought with them a plethora of
agricultural knowledge and that knowledge was at the foundation of how early
America was able to survive,” he says.
“Without food, no nation will rise and this country’s food system,
from rice to sugar, was not only harvested by black farmers, but
cultivated using their knowledge of how and when to plant; how
much to water and what irrigation system to set up; what the soil
was missing; and how much to add of what we now call organic
fertilizer (horse, cow, chicken manure). All that was done by black
farmers.”
Milestones and events to be celebrated in terms of historic AfricaAmerican contribution to agriculture in America, he says, include:
The fact that Benjamin Banneker created a Farmers Almanac as
early as 1792-1797.
Matthew Raiford: Rooted in the Soil, Slow Food and Turin’s Terra Madre by Wanda Hennig on March
01, 2014
6
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Frederick McKinley Jones in 1949 received a patent for refrigerated
trucks to be able to move produce across country
In 1987, agricultural professor Dr. Booker T. Whatley wrote the
handbook, “How to make $100,000 farming 25 acres” that
addressed crop diversification, U-Pick farms and creating what he
called “Clientele Membership Club” — now known as CSA or
Community Supported Agriculture — and all of which have
become buzz-words today.
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To d a y,
with
m i g r a t i o n ,
Continental Africans
bring along with
African cuisines and
produce from coffee
to cassava,
and
African ethnic crops
are included in
formal curricula.
For example, at the
University of the
District of Columbia - UDC. Pictured above is UDC’s Ethnic Crop
Specialist Prof. Yao Afantchao.

The

famed
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Join the discourse on food, heritage, and prosperity and explore
capacity linkages between Africa and her Diaspora with demand,
production, consumption, and marketability of African ethnic food.

Show Case of Indigenous Products and Services
Readiness for NEPAD Africa 2016
Africa Diaspora Atrepreneurs are invited to display their crafts and
encouraged to participate in the NEPAD Africa Trade Fair on
Indigenous Products and Services from May 16-20, 2015.

In the four pages see a sample of a range before we go to African Gastronomy, the
study between food, heritage and culture.
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Arts, Culture, and Humanities
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters
Chair: Mr. Masale Godfrey Selematsela
Trade and Industry:
Trade; Industry; handcrafts; Customs and
Immigration Matters.
Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programs: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.
Chair: Mr. Desmond Lee Nkosonathi Maphanga
Economic Affairs: Economic Integration; Monetary and Financial
Affairs; Private Sector Development including the informal sector
and Resource Mobilization.

AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers
Mr. Michael Sudarkasa: Private Sector and Economic Relations.
Professor Dipo Kolawole: Regional and International
Partnerships.
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Relevant AUC Commissions
Dr. Mustapha Kaloko: AU Commissioner for Social Affairs.
Mrs. Fatima H. Acyl: AU Commissioner for Trade and Industry.
Dr. Anthony Monthae Maruping: AU Commissioner for
Economic Affairs.
Mrs. Tumusiime Rhoda Peace: AU Commissioner for Rural
Economy and Agriculture.
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3) Skilled Professional Solutions
The Skilled Professional Database

African Diaspora constitutes Africa’s greatest offshore capital due to the
considerable human expertise and financial potentials that can be creatively and
purposefully tapped to make a difference of the situation on the continent.

African Diaspora constitutes Africa's greatest offshore capital due to
the considerable human expertise and financial potentials that can
be creatively and purposefully tapped to make a difference of the
situation on the continent.
While the resourcefulness of Africa Diaspora has mainly been
discussed in terms of the substantial remittances that surpass direct
foreign to Africa, skilled expertise and institutional building are
overlooked. Hence,
the diverse Africa Diaspora population
remains a largely untapped reservoir of human talents and material
resources that can be creatively and strategically engaged by African
governments, multilateral institutions, and the private sector to
address sustainable, long term developments in Africa. The selfreliant culture is a departure from the donor community writing
the script.
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Currently, the underutilization cuts across critical sectors, which
include but not limited to: health infrastructure,
information
technology, pharmaceutical industries, emergency preparedness,
international banking, engineering, transportation, poverty
reduction programs, research and policy, industrialized agriculture,
peace and security, to lobbying on Africa's priorities in the global
society.
Harnessing the capacity of Africa Diaspora as a force for sustainable
development will require, among other strategies,
a robust
engagement framework that supports and connects professional and
organizational networks; collaboration with peers in Africa;
sustained commitments on core issues; access to reliable database;
funded public-private partnerships; methods to match Africa
Diaspora capacity to implementation gaps in Africa at local,
national, system-wide regional and continental levels. These efforts
can be incorporated into the AU Minimum Integration Program by
the Regional Economic Communities, which are building blocks of
Africa's integration.
The AU Declaration called for "concrete measures that would
promote and sustain linkages between AU and the Diaspora in the
following priority areas: trade and investment, science and
technology, travel and tourism, communication and transportation
infrastructure, energy, information and communication technology
and cultural industries."
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The Declaration also highlighted the need for Multi-Stakeholder
Working / Advisory Groups listed below. The Working Groups or
Advisory Boards will provide needed capacity for the African Union
ECOSOCC Clusters in addressing, among other assessed needs:
• Infrastructure, sea and air links;
• Trade and investment;
• Travel and tourism;
• Science And Technology: Subgroups establishment of Low Earth
Orbit satellite; research in agriculture; biotechnology; renewable
energy technologies; infectious and non-infectious diseases medical health practitioners, services providers.
• Climate Change in Africa, and Sustaining the Environment;
• ICT/ Communication;
• International Banking.
• Creative Industries (linked to the Arts and Culture)
A research published in the International Monetary Fund report
indicates that the Africa Diaspora Investment Fund, one of the
African Union Diaspora Legacy Projects, has the potential of
raising $3 billion a year for development financing.
* This Plenary Session is also related to the Regional Communities'
Roundtable.
Embedded in the discussions, participants will address issues of
social responsibility and sustainable development.
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Join the Session.
The Skilled Professional Solution
Intellectual, Financial and Social Capital
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters
Chair: Dr. Amany Asfour
Human Resources, Science and Technology:
Education; illiteracy
Information Technology; Communication; Human Resources;
Science and Technology.
Chair: Dr. Gowtam Raj Chintaram
Infrastructure and Energy: Energy; Transport; Communications;
Infrastructure and Tourism.
Chair: Mr. Desmond Lee Nkosonathi Maphanga
Economic Affairs: Economic Integration; Monetary and Financial Affairs;
Private Sector Development including the informal sector and
Resource Mobilization.
Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programs: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.
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AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers
Mr. Michael Sudarkasa: Private Sector and Economic Relations.
Professor Dipo Kolawole: Regional and International
Partnerships.
Mr. Chukuemeka Eze: Governance and intergovernmental
Relations.
Mr. Samuel Dotse: Climate Change and Environmental Issues.
Mr. Richard Ssewakiryanga: Capacity Building, Capacity
Development, Policy Analyses.
Dr. Ayuba Waba: Labor and Industrial Relations.
Relevant AUC Commissions
Dr. Anthony Monthae Maruping: AU Commissioner for
Economic Affairs.
Mrs. Tumusiime Rhoda Peace: AU Commissioner for Rural
Economy and Agriculture.
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Dr. Martial De-Paul Ikounga: AU Commissioner for Human
Resources, Science and Technology.
Dr. Elham Mahmoud Ahmed Ibrahim (Mrs): AU
Commissioner for Infrastructure and Energy.

4) Development Market Place for Africa Diaspora
Small and Medium Sized Enterprises: Firm Capacity
The AU Declaration states: “Create an environment conducive
for the growth and development of Small, Medium and
Micro-Enterprise and promote entrepreneurship in Africa
and the Diaspora”
and
“Enhance partnership between the African and Diaspora
private sectors through efforts such as regular meetings of
Chambers of Commerce and listing in African Stock
Exchanges and vice-versa.”
Assessments of growth indicate that the rate at which economies
grow is to a large extent determined by the pubic sectors’ 1) ability
to integrate with the global economy through trade and investment;
2) capacity to maintain sustainable government finance and 3) ability
and commitment to put in place an institutional environment that
enables growing business, including through favorable policies.
About 90% of firms in Africa are classified as Small or Mediumsized Enterprises (SMEs). They constitute a heterogeneous group
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with a wide array of business activities that range from a Mom and
Pop store; sole proprietor farmer; an ICT and accounting firm; to a
sophisticated engineering or software medium-sized manufacturer
selling to multinationals.
These diverse SMEs play a key role in social and economic
transitions in Africa; are a major source of employment; and they
generate significant domestic and export earnings. As such, the SME
sector is a key instrument in poverty reduction strategies.
Based on research, SME
development requires
crosscutting strategies that
cover multiple but
complementary areas such
as: macroeconomic policies;
stakeholders’ capacity to take
advantage of opportunities;
friendly business climates
through simplified regulatory
and legal frameworks;
identifiable, flexible, and
accessible finance, among other incentives.
The Africa Diaspora development strategies must also be integrated
in the broader and inclusive Regional Economic Communities’ and
continent-wide developments, including poverty reduction and
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business growth. Business and prospective operators, sponsors,
mentors, and financiers will address:

• Need for periodic dialogue and consultations among stakeholders,
which include the public sector (African Trade and Finance
Ministers and AU Economic and Trade Commissioners); Africanoriented institutions like the African Development Bank; private
sector and civil society in order to create and nurture ownership
of strategies that are implementable, socially responsible; and
sustainable.

• Access and integration into regional, continental-wide, and global
markets, physical infrastructure and service delivery, including
policies on custom duties;

• Established, and periodic review of, business support systems and
measures, especially elements that are related to capacity building,
access to resource contacts; communication between
Africa
Diaspora and Africa business networks; and the facilitating role of
the AU through pertinent AU Departments
and Regional
Authorities;

• Specific recommendations to increase the capacity of financial
institutions to construct profitable SMEs lending initiatives and
innovative alternatives to collateral issues. These may include
more flexible forms of collateral, considering that SMEs normally
have few fixed assets; acceptance of group and loan guarantees;
consideration for actual cash flow to operate a business than
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balance sheets in assessing
loan application methods;

borrowing capacity; uncomplicated

• Specific ideas and policies that strengthen and facilitate Africa
Diaspora’s business investments and activities in Africa. These may
include sub-contracting, intermediary assistance such as market,
product and process information, accounting, market analyses and
research, legal advice;

• Convening, in partnership with the civil society and the public
sectors, a biennial Africa and Africa Diaspora Socioeconomic
Convention that brings together the political, business, civil society
sectors with a focus on improving economic and social wealth in
Africa, including business climates that influence economic and
social developments.
The AU Declaration adopted the “Development Market Place
for the African Diaspora Model' (DMADA) as a framework
for innovation and entrepreneurship that would facilitate
development.” This should not be confused with the USAID and Western
Union sponsored Africa Diaspora Marketplace (ADM).
Resource experts will present information on how DMADA can be
made operational.
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Roundtable on AGOA - Fashions
Take it to the Next Level in Main Street Business.
Even through AGOA is supposed to benefit the apparel and textile
industries, among a range of products, few small business owners
understand the provisions of AGOA as they are more popular with
those involved in government-to-government policy and negotiation.
This Roundtable Session will explore how SMEs can capitalize on
AGOA with a competitive edge in the apparel and
textile industries - from designing, packaging to
delivery, and how Africa
and Diaspora collaboration
can support and shoulder
the efforts of SME owners
who
may not have the
asset to mainstream their
production or afford the
facilities in spite of their
talents and motivations.
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Diaspora Market Place for Africa Diaspora
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters
Chair: Mr. Desmond Lee Nkosonathi Maphanga
Economic Affairs: Economic Integration; Monetary and Financial
Affairs; Private Sector Development, including the informal sector
and Resource Mobilization.
Chair: Mr. Masale Godfrey Selematsela
Trade; Industry; handcrafts; Customs and Immigration Matters.
AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers and Regional Delegates
Mr. Michael Sudarkasa: Private Sector and Economic Relations.
Professor Dipo Kolawole: Regional and International
Partnerships.
Mr. Chukuemeka Eze: Governance and intergovernmental
Relations.
Mr. Richard Ssewakiryanga: Capacity Building, Capacity
Development, Policy Analyses.
Dr. Ayuba Waba: Labor and Industrial Relations.
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Relevant AUC Commissions
Mrs. Fatima H. Acyl: AU Commissioner for Trade and Industry.
Dr. Anthony Monthae Maruping: AU Commissioner for
Economic Affairs.
Mrs. Tumusiime Rhoda Peace: AU Commissioner for Rural
Economy and Agriculture.
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5) Academic and Research Exchange
Africa and Africa Diaspora Colleges and Universities
The AU Declaration called for stakeholders to "Design and
develop platforms for African and Diaspora educators and
scholars to address the developmental agenda of the
Continent and the Diaspora. These would include, among
others, the establishment of African-centred institutions
and programmes and increased collaboration efforts
between academic and research institutions in Africa and
the Diaspora regions" and also "Support the creation of
linkages between Diaspora Academic, Research and
Development Institutions and those in Africa."
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This stimulating interdisciplinary Plenary Session with town and
gown, scholars and students, researchers and cultural enthusiasts will
a) enrich understanding of the social, economic, cultural, historical,
mental health and psychological factors that shape the Identity and
developments; and b) how linkages between Africa Diaspora and
African colleges and institutions can strengthen research and
exchange capacities; a) collaboration in implementing the 10 year
Continental Education Strategy 2016-2025.
Numerous scholars and lay
people advocate for
standardized courses that
emphasize Africa’s early
civilization
and
contemporary roles in world
history as opposed to
depictions of being
discovered, civilized, and
noted as an addition to world
history.
Background of Continental Education Strategy for Africa
2016-2025
Africa is ushering into an era that most observers and pundits
predict will determine her destiny as the continent of the future. In
order to fulfill this promised bright future, the continent has to come
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to terms with its education and training systems that are yet to fully
shed the weight of its colonial legacy and its own tribulations as a
relatively new political and economic entity and player in the world
arena.
In the bid to “create” a new African citizen who will be an effective
change agent for the continent’s sustainable development as
envisioned by the AU and its 2063 Agenda, the African Union
Commission has developed an Africa comprehensive ten-year
Continental Education Strategy.
This strategy is driven by the desire to set up a “qualitative system of
education and training to provide the African continent with efficient human
resources adapted to African core values and, therefore, capable to achieve the
vision and ambitions of the African Union. Those responsible for its
implementation will be assigned to "reorient Africa’s education and training
systems to meet the knowledge, competencies, skills, innovation and creativity
required to nurture African core values and promote sustainable development at the
national, sub-regional and continental levels.”
Read more: http://hrst.au.int/en/content/continental-educationstrategy-africa-2016-2025
Participants will:
• Discuss the African Union's Continental Education Strategy 2016-2025 (please see downloadable copies in French and English);
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• Explore the creation of linkages between Academic and Research
institutions in the Diaspora and Africa to improve respective
capacities;
• Exchange ideas on developing platforms for African and Diaspora
educators and scholars to address the development agenda of the
Continent and corresponding institutions in outside Africa;
• Discuss ways to harmonize and implement regional and
international protocols that protect indigenous knowledge systems
and intellectual property rights;
• Explore avenues to enhance student exchange opportunities.
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Academic and Research Exchange
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters and Chairs
Chair: Dr. Amany Asfour
Human Resources, Science and Technology: Education; illiteracy
Information Technology; Communication; Human Resources;
Science and Technology.

Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programmes: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.

AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers
Ambassador Mussie Hailu: Adviser on Interfaith, Inter-religious
and Intercultural Issues.

Relevant AUC Commissions Dr.MartialDe-PaulIkounga:
AUCommissionerforHuman
Resources, Science and Technology.
Dr. Mustapha Kaloko: AU Commissioner for Social Affairs.
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Related African Union Resources
AU African Academy of Languages.
AU Conferences of Intellectuals from African and the Diaspora:
First Conference and Second Conference
Continental Education Strategy for Africa 2016-2025
http://hrst.au.int/en/content/continental-education-strategyafrica-2016-2025
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6) BRAND AFRICA: Image and Competitive Advantage
The Africa Untold
Image is tied to continental values and perceptions that affect
exports and services, investments, tourism, and other intangible
outcomes. Branding Africa, therefore, consists of building and
communicating the values to influence internal and external
perceptions that are critical to economic, social and political
advancements with the use of targeted campaigns.
Participants will explore and analyze key assets as well as challenges,
and how the Africa Union can proactively convey it values and
productivity, create synergies among African states and Africa
Diaspora to effectively develop a strong and viable brand in an
increasingly connected and competitive market place, social
landscape, and geopolitics with impacts on developments.
This excerpt from a recent speech by Ghanaian President John
Dramani Mahama helps in providing context. In his address at the
United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) on
‘Enhancing Brand Africa’ in August 2015, he stated what UNWTO had
confirmed that the growth of international tourist arrivals to Africa
fell from an annual rate of 5% to 2% in 2014. This was partly due
to the manner in which the international media packaged and sold
the Ebola outbreak that affected only 4 countries.
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Mrs. Elizabeth Ofosu-Adjare, the Ghanaian Minister for Tourism,
Culture and Creative Arts, indicated that in 2014 Africa received 56
million international tourists recorded and US$36 billion
international tourism receipts, which accounts for 7% of all exports
from the continent.
President Mahama continued: “For many years the narrative of Africa has
been negative. This has promoted in the mindset of many that the continent is a
backward, underdeveloped, disease-ridden jungle, where if people are not
starving, then they are busy killing each other in tribal wars or human sacrifices
Africa has great potential. Africa has a lot going for it - nature, culture, animals,
great food and friendly people. Our continent has a lot of positive selling points.
We must change this narrative. Our professional brand experts must explore as
many innovative ways to sell Africa to the world. We must change the negative
perception that has been built over the years.”
“Six (6) African countries are among the top ten fastest growing economies of the
world. There are more mobile subscribers in Africa than Europe and America
combined. And there are many more unique selling points of this continent that we can
package for the world. If we package Africa, the international will respond. It is
happening already with the CNN, BBC, etc.”
“Africa has the capacity to build a strong image for itself. We have the skills and
creative minds. Let’s share the ideas we have candidly, and bring to the fore why and
how our individual country efforts failed.”
The above points capture the essence of this Roundtable Session.
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Associated Announcements:

AU Print Media and Video Documentary Awards
From: AU Directorate of Information and Communication.
Reference: Call for Entries for African Union Print Media and
African Union Video Documentary Media Awards 2015.
Each regional winner shall be presented with a reward of US$ 7000 and a
certificate.
In order to achieve the vision of the AU, the African Union
Commission has crafted its 2014-2017 strategic plan. One of the key
pillars of that plan is to: Build a people-centered Union through
active communication of the programs of the African Union, the
branding of the Union, and participation of all stakeholders in
defining and implementing the African agenda.
In line with this goal, the Commission’s Directorate of Information
and Communication crafted a 4 year communication strategy which
highlighted in part, the need to “reach out more effectively and
aggressively to the ordinary citizens of Africa, by deepening they're
understanding of the role of the AU; what it stands for today and
some of the strategic investments it is pursuing as a foundation for
the improvement of the quality of life in Africa.”
Topics will be based on the current theme of the African Union
Conventions of Heads of State and Government. As such, the
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awards will directly promote the annual priorities as defined by the
supreme decision making organ on the continent i.e. the Assembly
of Heads of State and Government.
The competition is open to all audio visual media journalists who
are citizens of AU member states and who are based in Africa and
whose video documentaries are broadcast in AU member states.
• Winners shall be selected according to the five regions of the
continent i.e. Southern, Central, East, West and North Africa.
• Each journalist entering the competition shall be required to show
proof that he/she is a citizen of an AU member state.
• Each entry shall be accompanied by full names of the producer,
the name and contact details of his/her employer, his/her position
in the news organization, a valid media card, and the region from
where the entry is emanating:
• Written confirmation on official letterhead from the media
organization employing the journalists, confirming his/her
employment in the agency and confirming the dates of publication
of all the submitted entries will be required.
On receipt, the entries shall be judged by a competent panel of
judges established by the Commission. Winners shall be informed of
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how and when they shall receive their prizes before the end of the
year 2015. Equal gender representation shall be enforced.
Entries can be submitted in the thematic areas: “Women’s
Empowerment and Development Towards Agenda 2063” as
well as any major project and program of the AUC in line with the
vision “Agenda 2063, My Agenda,” and “The Africa We Want.”
The competition will open on September 20, 2015 and close on
October 31, 2015 at midnight Addis Ababa time. Winners will be
informed before the end of November 2015. For more information,
please go to the links:
1) African Union Print Media Awards 2015
http://www.au.int/en/content/media-personals-urged-participateafrican-union-au-video-documentary-and-print-media-awards
2) African Union Video Documentary Awards 2015
http://www.au.int/en/content/call-entries-african-union-videodocumentary-media-awards-2015
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Connected ECOSOCC Clusters
All Clusters.
Related Special Advisers
All Special Advisers.
Relevant Commissions
All Commissions.
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7) African Youth: Passion to Action
Expressing Identity with Excellence
Connecting With Youth in Africa
Every generation must rise out of relative obscurity, discover, its mission, either
fulfill it or betray it. Franz Anon.
Over 65% of Africa’s population is below the age of 35. It is
estimated that by 2020, 3 out of 4 Africans on the Continent will be
on average 20 years old.
This is a Peer program for Africa Diaspora Youths and the Next
Generation to explore the initiation and creation of ongoing
dialogue and cooperation between young people in Africa and
Africa Diaspora as they construct and become aware of their
African Identity and its relevance to Africa’s future.
Participants will explore how the community can support the efforts
by youths, including through AU student clubs and academic
exchange in promoting their connections with Africa. Seeing the
world from friendship to leadership, they would be inspired to be
involved in pro Africa advocacy, exchange programs, and
volunteerism in Africa.
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Showcasing the African Excellence
The stellar feats of Africa Diaspora youths topping the academic
chart by world standards, and some already socially conscious about
their African roots, would be used as best practice. In the exclusive
club of only 7 students accepted to all of the Ivy Schools in the US,
all immigrants or children of immigrants, four are Continental
Africans.

Munira Khalif, daughter of Somali immigrants, was accepted in all
Ivy
League Schools: Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth,
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and the University of Pennsylvania. Khalif
was also accepted to Stanford, Georgetown and the University of
Minnesota.
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In addition to stellar grades and test scores, Miss Khalif is a
recipient of the United Nations Youth Courage Award and founder
of her own non-profit, Lighting the Way. The organization is
dedicated to improving access to education for East African Youths.
In Miss Khalif ’s own words:
Why Education? Why Girls?
The value of an early, quality education is critical in a person’s
development. It provides essential knowledge and helps develop the
cognitive tools that people need to make informed decisions and
experience lifelong success. Unfortunately, there are over 58 million
children worldwide who aren’t enrolled in school — the majority of
those children are girls.
The Universal Declaration of Human rights states that, “Everyone has
the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary
and fundamental stages.” If education is a basic, human right — not a
privilege — why are so many girls not given the opportunity to attend
school?
Even though we know the importance of education, based on a recent
UNESCO report, it will take more than 70 years before schools are
available to all children. And poor, rural African girls won’t have access
to education until the year 2086.

Victor Agbafe, son of Nigerian immigrants, is
become a neurosurgeon.
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Words of wisdom from Victor Agabe: “I would advise other firstand-second-generation students to know that the sky is just the
beginning. You can't limit yourself and you must be willing to take
advantage of all of the opportunities available to you, not only to

better yourself but to enable yourself with the tools to give back to
your family, community and the greater world around you.
Also, don't forget your roots and what makes you unique as it is part
of what inextricably defines who you are.”
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Harold Ekeh, son of Nigerian immigrants, was accepted in all Ivy
League schools and was the vice president of the Model UN team
and the editor in chief of the school newspaper. He belonged to the
drama club. Outside of school, he is the senior drummer at his
church and the director of the youth choir that he founded.
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Kwasi Enin from Ghana, and
scholar-athlete, was accepted
in all the Ivy League Schools in
2014 and is Yale Sophomore.

Second generation
African youths are
engaging in civic and
charitable services and
connecting to their
roots.
Born in the USA,
Vinielle Acha-Morfaw
is Miss Cameroon
USA
and
spokeswoman on the
fight against cancer
afflicting the African
c o m m u n i t y. S h e
recently returned from
Cameroon.
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The Africa Youth Alchemy(AYA) is a youth development organization that
uses African values, media advocacy, community-supported agriculture, and
travel-study as tools to foster self-discovery and personal transformation
among urban youth.

with
Independent African Minds (IAM)
JOURNEY OF SELF-DISCOVERY (YEARLY INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL/STUDY TO AFRICA)
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Pan African Solidarity through Sportsmanship
This Roundtable Session with sports enthusiasts will address sports
as a policy tool for education, enlightenment, peace and social
stabilizer as it promotes cooperation, solidarity, tolerance, and
understanding among stakeholders.
The universality of sports transcends barriers. The capacity to
create links among diverse stakeholders and communities helps in
uniting constituencies in different regions. The transversal nature
of sports, combined with its media attraction and power, gives it an
active role in the construction of peace, social inclusion and
cohesion.
Hence, the bottom-line is not winning or losing; it is about values
that reflect the character of a thoughtful, trustworthy, considerate,
and sensitive individual regardless of outcomes and how the positive
attributes influence community building. Individual athletes or
teams can identify a shared value in AU Agenda 2063 and model it
during athletic events and in communities.
The athletes will not only see the benefits in honing their skills, they
would be exposed to enriching cross-cultural experiences. Sport
activities, then, bring added value in promoting integration in a
wider set of development and sustainable enterprises.
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Participants will explore opportunities to involve sports figures as
role models in promoting activities that contribute to the shared
values of the African Union.
An example is the Memorandum of Understanding between AU
and Earl Media to “provide a framework for cooperation in the
promotion of sport development in Africa through the recognition
of outstanding personalities in sport and rewarding of sporting
legends in Africa, the encouragement of sport celebrities to give
back to their communities as well as the promotion of social
responsibility activities such as HIV/AIDS education through
sports, sport for development and peace, youth empowerment,
humanitarian causes, stopping violence against women, and
communication of key AU messages.”
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African Youth: Passion to Action
Organization in Africa:The Pan-Africa Youth Union (PYU)
http://www.pyu-upj.org
President: Francine Muyumba
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters and Chairs
Chair: Dr. Tunji John Asaolu
Social Affairs and Health: Health; Children; Drug Control; Population;
Migration; Labour and Employment; Family; Aging; the physically
challenged; sports; culture; youth and protection and social
integration.
Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programs: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.
AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers
Ambassador Mussie Hailu: Adviser on Interfaith, Inter-religious
and Intercultural Issues.
Relevant AUC Commissions
Dr. Mustapha Kaloko: AU Commissioner of Social Affairs.
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8) Regional Economic Communities and Diaspora
Leadership Forum.

May 29, 2015: Stakeholders’ Exchange at the African Union Mission.
From left: King Teasdell from the Sixth Region Caucus; Lily Meka from
Cameroon - CEMAC Region; Olatoundji Yessoufou, Vice President of
Benin Diaspora from the ECOWAS Region.
This Session is organized by experienced, hands-on leaders who
represent the "daily contributing constituencies" to Africa's
development through remittances, direct investments, and charitable
programs. The Session will address the AU Declaration that called
for the need to "
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involve Regional Economic Communities (RECs) in the
implementation of this Programme of Action."
The five Regional Economic Communities are the building blocks
of Africa's Integration. This is facilitated through the African Union
Minimum Integration Program, which is described later in the
write-up.
Explaining the uniqueness of Contemporary Diaspora (Continental
African population), which is part of the diverse Africa Diaspora.
Contemporary Africa Diaspora emerged from "Transnationalism,"
which is defined as processes by which immigrants and descendants
of immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded relations that link
their societies of origin and current place of residence in the
Diaspora.

Explaining the uniqueness of Contemporary Diaspora (Continental African
population), which is part of the diverse Africa Diaspora.
Contemporary Africa Diaspora emerged
from “Transnationalism,” which is
d e fi n e d a s p r o c e s s e s b y w h i c h
immigrants
and descendants of
immigrants forge and sustain multistranded relations
that link their
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societies of origin and current place of residence in the Diaspora.
Transnationals, also known as long-distance nationals, or transmigrants,
maintain direct, unbroken ties and strong sentimental attachments
with their regions and localities of origins, where some often return,
invest,
and maintain homes and families. The essential
characteristic of the Continental African population is the
multiplicity of activities they sustain both in their home/region of
origin and in the Diaspora: civically, socially, economically, and politically.
Continental Africans are formally identified as constituencies of the
ECOWAS (West Africa); EAC (East Africa); Maghreb (North);
SADC (South); and CEMAC (Central Africa) Regions. Some are
citizens in their current countries of residence and some have dual
citizenship. Some vote in national elections from the Diaspora,
usually from their embassies or other designated locations.

Daily Diaspora: Africa’s Secret Weapon
Continental Africans undertake individual investment ventures and
contribute through charitable /philanthropic hometown,
professional, and alumni associations.
The developments range from building and/or supporting health
facilities, medical missions to Africa, clean water projects, providing
micro loans, awarding scholarships, to helping with emergency relief
efforts. The community faces immigrant hurdles like other
immigrant-originated communities.
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The solidarity, patterns, dynamics, and networks generate initiatives
that are mostly in the informal sector of African economies and
formally unaccounted for in developments. These resources and
contributions can be formalized in the economic and social
mainstream through targeted policies, public-private partnerships,
reciprocal incentives and ongoing dialogue with Africa leaders and
governments, and recognition of the daily contributions of
Contemporary Diaspora to the Africa's developments.
Based on repeated surveys, the Continental African community and
grassroots leaders were not consulted on the crucial African Union
decisions that resulted in the African Union Legacy Projects. To the
extent that the success of the Projects, such as Remittances and
Africa Diaspora Investment Fund (sovereign bonds), is based on the
engagement of this stakeholder community, mutual consultations,
understanding, and cooperation are vital.
In this interactive Session, participants will address, among other
points raised at the session:
1
Best practice on Diaspora projects and leadership,
including best practice by African nations and the Diaspora, which
can be replicated by the AU;
2
Strategies on how Continental African contributions,
represented by home town associations, professional networks, and
alumni groups, can be formally acknowledged and accounted for to
enhance Africa's development framework;
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3
Developing a clearinghouse system that provides
information on the programs and accomplishments of Diaspora
hometown, professional and alumni networks.
4
Fashioning Diaspora-wide engagements in coherent,
unifying and effective ways that harmonize existing Diaspora
policies
by African governments and encourage African
governments without Diaspora polices.
5
International diplomacy between the African Union and
foreign partners to safeguard the welfare of Continental Africans.
6
Reciprocal incentives: dual citizenship and voting rights,
and best practice from African countries that already grant either or
both.
7
Methods of partnership with AU ECOSOCC Clusters.
In the process, participants will be specific on public-private
partnerships; targeted policies;
ongoing dialogue with African
leaders, and the facilitating roles of African Embassies in
implementing common African Union objectives in the Diaspora.
Members from other immigrant communities and historical
Diaspora may share their experiences and how to build effective
complementary coalitions.
In the process, participants will be specific on public-private
partnerships; targeted policies;
ongoing dialogue with African
leaders and facilitating roles of African Embassies; reciprocal
incentives, which include dual citizenship and voting rights for
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constituencies where cited; and collaborations with Regional
governments and the Pan African Parliament.
Participants will explore updates on:

Remittances: Leverage Power from Africa Diaspora

“Africans are helping
themselves more than aid
works.”
The above headline on BBC, among many in other news outlets,
made the core point under the title: “Africans' remittances
outweigh Western aid.”
Based on numerous studies, cash flow from Africans living outside
the continent outweighs Official Development Assistance. This
amount is conservatively estimated at $US60 billion annually and
the researchers admit that the estimate may be half the actual
amount since the number only reflects data from sources like
Western Union and Money Gram and not others means that
Diaspora residents use to remit funds.
“Remittances can also be used as collateral, through future-flow
securitization, to facilitate international borrowings with possibly
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lower costs and longer maturities. They can also facilitate access to
international capital markets by improving sovereign ratings and
debt sustainability of recipient countries.”
The Africa Diaspora Investment Fund

A research in an International
Monetary Fund report, among
other publications, indicates that
if 1 out of every 10 members of
the diaspora could be persuaded
to invest $1,000 in his or her
country of origin, Africa could
raise $3 billion a year for
development financing7.
In a publication on the World Bank website bog8 the authors
indicated “in the context of the global deliberations on financing the
implementation of Post-2015 development goals, migration and remittances can
be leveraged to raise development financing via reducing remittance costs, lowering
recruitment costs for low-skilled migrant workers, and mobilizing diaspora
savings and diaspora philanthropic contributions.”

7

Harnessing Diasporas FINANCE & DEVELOPMENT, September 2011, Vol. 48, No. 3

Prepared by Dilip Ratha, Supriyo De, Ervin Dervisevic, Sonia Plaza, Kirsten Schuettler,
William Shaw, Hanspeter Wyss, Soonhwa Yi, and Seyed Reza Yousefi.
8
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This segment will explore the rationale for issuing diaspora bonds as
instruments for raising development finance, and away from external
borrowing. African countries have already issued the Diaspora Bond
and the best practices will be highlighted. Successful experiences
from India, Israel and other regions will provide insights on the
discussion.

Reciprocity: Dual Citizenship and Voting Rights
Contemporary Africa Diaspora stakeholders have variously engaged
respecting African governments on the Dual Citizenship and Voting
Rights. The issues have been constitutionally debated and taken up
in several legislatures in Africa.
Dual citizenship for transnationals is helping nations in Asia and
South America to broaden their country’s economic base, fostering
trade and investment, and turning brain drain into brain gain. A
little more than 20 African countries already grant dual citizenship.
Experts will present research papers on the economic gain that
accrues to home regions and the deterring and contradictory effect
of stakeholders losing their citizenship when they acquire the
citizenship of where they reside. The successful engagement of
Africa Diaspora and utilization of their resources depend, to large
extents, on targeted policies and reciprocal incentives that value
Diaspora contributions.
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Voting Rights usually accompany citizenship. Some African
countries allow Diaspora stakeholders to vote, usually at their
embassies, during elections. Some have granted voting rights but yet
to be implemented.

Minimum Integration Program

September 16-18, 2015: Meeting of Regional Economic Communities in Preparation for
the Africa-EU Convention on Migration, Accra, Ghana
The African Union developed a Minimum Integration Program

(MIP), which are activities and system-wide developments that the
five regions need to implement in order to speed up and ensure the
successful conclusion of the regional and continental integration
process.
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MIP takes into account the variable integration approach, which
reflects the progress at different paces towards integration based on
their respective priority programs while meeting the minimum
activities contained in the MIP. Resource experts will explain the
significance and relevance of the MIP to Diaspora developments.

Briefs on Common Currency and Common Passport

On June 12, 2015, Africa Union Commissioner for Economic
Affairs, Dr. Anthony Maruping, said as part of the Agenda 2063,
AU is also contemplating inaugurating a Common Africa Passport
to boost the integration of all Africans. He said the introduction of a
common passport would create a common identity for all Africans.
The common passport will make it easier for Africans to travel
across the continent without restrictions.
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Other briefings:
Dr. Anthony Maruping indicated the Union is considering the
adoption of a single currency as part of the Agenda 2063 road
map, which is aimed at connecting Africa through world class
infrastructure with a concerted push to finance and implement
major projects and unlock the promise of integration. All African
Central Bank governors have already met and deliberated on the
establishment of an African Monetary Fund and many economists
and experts believe an African single currency is achievable.
States in the East Africa Community interregional government,
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi, have already
signed a protocol in Kampala for the adoption of a common
currency in the next 10 years.
The Payment Systems Steering Committee of the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) has also proposed a system to
facilitate cross-border payment and settlement. This system will
allow the settlement of payment transactions in a central location on
the basis of a single currency.
In May 2015, at the Summit of the Heads of State of the
interregional sub-regional Central African Economic and Monetary
Community (CEMAC) government consisting of Gabon, Central
Republic of Africa, DR Congo, Chad and Equatorial Guinea,
CEMAC took the decision, with immediate effect, to abolish visa
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requirements for its nationals. Only national ID card or passport will
be required to travel within member state.
The Declarations, Decisions, and Resolutions taken at the AU
General Assembly in June 2015 provide more insights. After
downloading, in the information, you may scroll or search for the
topics.
References to the

!

Click here for Decisions and Declaration (En)
!

Click here for Decisions and Declaration (Fr)
!

Click here for Decisions and Declaration (Ar)
!

Click here for Decisions and Declaration (Po)
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Regional Economic Communities’ Forum
Connected ECOSOCC Clusters and Chairs
Chair: Mr. Omar Faruk Osman Nur

Political Affairs: Human Rights, Rule of Law; Democratic and
Constitutional Rule, Good Governance; Power Sharing; Electoral
Institutions; Humanitarian Affairs and assistance.
Chair: Mr. Desmond Lee Nkosonathi Maphanga
Economic Affairs: Economic Integration; Monetary and Financial
Affairs; Private Sector Development including the informal sector
and Resource Mobilization.
Chair: Dr. Tunji John Asaolu
Social Affairs and Health: Health; Children; Drug Control; Population;
Migration; Labour and Employment; Family; Aging; the physically
challenged; sports; culture; youth and protection and social
integration.
Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programs: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.
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AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers
Professor Dipo Kolawole: Regional and International
Partnerships.
Mr. Chukuemeka Eze: Governance and intergovernmental
Relations.
Mr. Michael Sudarkasa: Private Sector and Economic Relations.
Mr. Richard Ssewakiryanga: Capacity Building, Capacity
Development, Policy Analyses.
Dr. Ayuba Waba: Labor and Industrial Relations.
Relevant AUC Commissions

Dr. Mustapha Kaloko: AU Commissioner for Social Affairs.
Dr. Aisha Laraba Abdullahi: AU Commissioner for Political
Affairs.
Dr. Anthony Monthae Maruping: AU Commissioner for
Economic Affairs.
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Relevant AU

Organs

Interregional Region Governments and Executives
Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS).
Ambassador Kadré Désiré Ouédraogo:
President of the ECOWAS.

Central African Economy and Monetary
Community (CEMAC).
H.E. Pierre Moussa: President of the
CEMAC.
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East African Community(EAC)
Dr. Richard Sezibera: Secretary General
of the East African Community.
East African Court of Justice ensures that
Community law is inter preted and
implemented in line with the Treaty.
The East African Legislative Assembly provides a democratic
forum for debate and plays a part in the legislative process.

Arab Maghreb Union (AMU)
H . E . H a b i b B e n Ya h i a :
Secretary General of AMU.

Southern African Development Community
(SADC )
Dr. Stergomena Lawrence: Executive
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Secretary of SADC.

Peaceable Communities through Sportsmanship
Relevant ECOSOCC Clusters
Chair: Dr. Serge Michel Kodom
Cross-Cutting Programs: Cross-cutting issues such as health,
international cooperation, coordination with other institutions and
organs of the African Union.
AU ECOSOCC Special Advisers
Ambassador Mussie Hailu: Adviser on Interfaith, Inter-religious
and Intercultural Issues.

Relevant AUC Commissions
Dr. Mustapha Kaloko: AU Commissioner for Social Affairs.
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9) Townhall 2015
Discourse on Course: Africa Diaspora Representation in
AU ECOSOCC
This Saturday Townhall will take place on November 21, 2015 from
9:00am to 3:00pm with summary presentations from Plenary and
Roundtable Sessions that are scheduled on Nov. 20, 2015.
The segment on Diaspora Representation in the AU ECOSOCC
will provide participants with clear understanding of pertinent facts
based on the AU ECOSOCC Constitution.
The fact-oriented exchange will initiate formal discussions on
practical representations of the diverse constituencies that constitute
the Africa Diaspora. The Constitution allocates 20 seats to Africa
Diaspora organizations. However, the methods of representation
and modalities for elections are not stated.
The Constitution states the following:
“African Diaspora organizations shall establish an appropriate
process for determining modalities for elections and elect twenty (20)
CSOs to the ECOSOCC General Assembly.”
“Representation Diaspora shall ensure fifty percent (50%) gender
equality provided that fifty percent (50%) of the representatives of
the members shall consist of youths between the ages of 18 to 35.
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The important question of allocations of seats cannot be decided by
various groups or regions; the solution calls for Diaspora-wide
consultations.
Therefore, the diverse voices and constituencies in both
contemporary and historic Africa Diaspora, from the Five Regions
in Africa and the conceptual Sixth Region, women and youth
groups, professional networks, various geographical areas in the
Diaspora are needed to ensure fair, practical representations and
democratic process that enable stakeholder-driven productivity
towards an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa.
Come and learn more about other requirements.
The discussions will kick off Diaspora-wide sensitization campaigns
and let the stakeholders decide!
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Convention Contacts
Telephone: 240-706-6885
Email: africanservices@aol.com
Website: www.globalafricadiaspora.org
Participants and prospective attendees may use the contacts above
for inquiries and registrations. Early reservations, timely submission
of information, and follow-through are highly appreciated in order
to meet the intended objectives and outcomes of the Convention,
and provide everyone with a remarkable and gainful experience.
The website will have this document and subsequent updates, which
you can download.
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AFRICAN UNION DECLARATION OF THE
GLOBAL AFRICA DIASPORA SUMMIT 2012



AFRICAN UNION

UNION AFRICAINE
UNIÃO AFRICANA
!
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia P. O. Box 3243 Tel; 5517 700 Fax: 5511299

Website: www.au.int

DECLARATION OF THE GLOBAL AFRICAN DIASPORA
SUMMIT
SANDTON, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA 25 MAY 2012
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WE, the Heads of State and Government of the African
Union, the Caribbean and South America
RECOGNIZING the important presence of Heads of State and
Government from the Caribbean Community, South and Latin
America and representatives of the African Diaspora;
EXPRESSING our appreciation to His Excellency, President Jacob
Zuma, the Government and People of the Republic of South Africa
and the African Union for the warm reception and for hosting and
conducting this Summit;
TAKING COGNIZANCE of the dialogue carried out between
Africans on the Continent and representatives of the African
Diaspora in various regions of the world, including North America,
South and Latin America, Europe and elsewhere;
RECALLING the Constitutive Act of the African Union that is
guided by a common vision of a united and strong Africa based on a
partnership between governments and all segments of society in
order to strengthen cohesion and solidarity among its peoples;
RECALLING the struggle of the Founding Fathers and combatants
for Panafricanism in Africa as well as in the Diaspora;
ALSO RECALLING the Protocol on Amendments to the
Constitutive Act of the African Union adopted by the First ExtraOrdinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and
Government in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in January 2003, and in
particular Article 3(q) which invites the African Diaspora to
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participate as an important component in the building of the
African Union;
FURTHER RECALLING relevant African Union Decisions
including Decision EX.CL/Dec. 5 (III) on the Development of the
Diaspora Initiative adopted by the Third Ordinary Session of the
Executive Council in Maputo, Mozambique, in July 2003, Decision
EX.CL/Dec. 221 (VII) on the Africa-Diaspora Process adopted by
the Eighth Ordinary Session of the Executive Council in January
2006 and Decision EX.CL/Dec. 406 (XII) on the First African
Union Diaspora Ministerial Conference adopted by the Twelfth
Ordinary Session of the Executive Council in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, in January2008 on the modalities for Diaspora
participation in the organs and activities of the Union and Decision
Ass/AU/Dec.205(XI) adopted by the Eleventh Ordinary Session of
the Assembly of the Union in Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt, in July 2008
on the Africa Diaspora Summit, Decision, Ass/AU/Dec 354 (XVI)
of the Sixteen Ordinary Session of the Assembly of the Union in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in January 2011 on the Roadmap for the
Diaspora Summit, including the convening of a Technical Experts
meeting in Pretoria, South Africa in February 2011 and Decision
Ass/AU/Dec 367 (XVII) of the Seventeenth Ordinary Session of
Assembly of the Union on the convening of a second Ministerial
Conference on the margins of the
United Nations General Assembly in New York in September 2011
as well as Decision Assembly/AU/Dec. 393(XVIII) endorsing the
outcome and conclusions of the Second Ministerial Conference held
in New York in September 2011.
RECALLING the commemoration in 2007 of the bicentennial of
the trafficking in Africans, an obligation to remember the legacy of
history, particularly the era of slavery and colonialism and the
enforced separation of African people as a result of that experience,
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as well as the Declaration of the United Nations of 2011 as the year
of the of people of African descent.
ENDORSING the initiative led by Member States of the African
Union, the Caribbean community and other States in the
International community for the establishment of a permanent
memorial at the United Nations to honour the victims of slavery and
the transatlantic slave trade in fulfilment of paragraph 101 of the
2001 Durban Declaration;
EXPRESSING appreciation for contributions made to the
voluntary Trust Fund established in this regard;
TAKING INTO account the need to put African history in its
proper perspective and harness this towards rebuilding the global
African family.
RECOGNIZING the need to build sustainable partnerships
between the African continent and the African Diaspora through
sustainable dialogue and effective collaboration with governments
and peoples of different regions of the World in which the Diaspora
populations are located;
COGNIZANT of the fact that culture and identity inform all facets
of development; ACKNOWLEDGING the need to celebrate and
preserve the shared heritage
between Africa and peoples of African descent in the Diaspora;
BEARING IN MIND that the African Diaspora represents a
historical and evolving experience which calls for an approach that is
sensitive to the specificities of the different regions;
AFFIRMING the need to promote South-South Cooperation as a
framework for enhancing mutual development as well as PanAfrican Solidarity;
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REAFFIRMING the importance of women and youth as
important pillars of our society that should be mainstreamed in all
Diaspora discourses and actions;
LAUDING the efforts undertaken thus far to support Africa and
African Diaspora process including organizational efforts, measures
and strategies pursued by the African Union;
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT the First and Second Conferences of
Intellectuals of Africa and the Diaspora (CIAD I&II) held in Dakar,
Senegal and Salvador de Bahia, Brazil in 2004 and 2006
respectively, the outcomes of the First AU-South AfricaCaribbean Conference held in Kingston, Jamaica in 2005 and the
various Regional Consultative Conferences held in different regions
of the world in 2007 to consolidate the results;
NOTING with appreciation the work of the Ministerial meeting
which took place in Midrand, South Africa from 16-18 November
2007 and the Technical Experts meeting held in Pretoria in
February 2011 and the second Ministerial Conference held in New
York, USA on 24 September 2011as well as the Third Ministerial
Conference held in Pretoria, South Africa on 23 May 2012;
CONVINCED of the need to build on these efforts and outcomes
as the basis for establishing a solid foundation for the rejuvenation of
the global African family as an instrument of wider renaissance;
REALIZING the imperative of a sustained and coordinated
approach and ownership of the African Diaspora related
programmes and projects so as to promote their effective
implementation and impact;
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COMMIT to cooperate in the political, economic and social areas
outlined in this Programme of Action, and implementation and
follow-up modalities.

PROGRAMME OF ACTION
I. POLITICAL COOPERATION
In the area of political cooperation, we commit to the following:
A. Intergovernmental Cooperation
a) Enhance South-South Cooperation through closer collaboration
between the African Union (AU) and all inter-governmental entities
in regions in which African Diaspora populations are part of;
b) Leverage the collective efforts of the African Union and all intergovernmental entities in regions in which African Diaspora
populations are part of to promote and advance issues of
critical importance to Africa and its Diaspora;
c) Encourage AU Member States to establish more formal relations
with the Caribbean and Latin American nations and vice
versa; and where practicable, the opening of more Missions in
the respective regions;
d) Continue to support the role of the AU as the focal point and
the coordination hub of all Diaspora initiatives in the
Continent. To this end, Diaspora issues should be a standing
item on the programmes and agenda of AU Summits, and the
AU’s Directorate tasked with Diaspora matters should be
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strengthened and capacitated in financial and human resource
terms;
e)

Take necessary measures to promote and create effective
synergies between national and continental Diaspora
programmes;

f) Create platforms for closer interaction, solidarity and effective
collaboration between and amongst governments and civil
society of Africa and its Diaspora including continuation of
Regional Consultative Conferences and creation and
consolidation of Regional Networks as partners and
interlocutors for the implementation of the outcome of the
Global Diaspora Summit;
g) Encourage and intensify the participation of the African
Diaspora in conflict prevention, management and resolution as
well as post-conflict reconstruction and reconciliation and
disaster mitigation in Africa and the Diaspora regions;
h) Strengthen the participation of the Diaspora population in the
affairs of the African Union so as to enhance its contributions
towards the development and integration agenda of the
continent;
i) Encourage and support the development of an African Union
Diaspora Volunteer programme as a framework for associating
the Diaspora directly with the development of the continent
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j) Encourage African Union Member States to urgently ratify the
Protocol on the Amendments to the Constitutive Act, which,
inter alia, invites the African Diaspora, an important part of
our continent, to participate in the building of the African
Union;
k)

Encourage the Diaspora to organize themselves in regional
networks and establish appropriate mechanisms that will
enable their increasing participation in the affairs of the
African Union as observers and eventually, in the future, as a
sixth region of the continent that would contribute
substantially to the implementation of policies and
programmes.

l)

Continue to integrate the African Diaspora agenda in its
engagement with international partners

m) Encourage AU and CARICOM to create a conducive
environment for the African Diaspora to invest, work, and
travel on the African continent and the Caribbean;
n) Support efforts by the AU to accelerate the process of issuing
the African Union passport, in order to facilitate the
development of a transnational and transcontinental identity;
o) Explore the possibility of establishing a Pan-African Secretariat
in Dakar, Senegal for the Conference of Intellectuals of Africa
and the Diaspora (CIAD) as recommended by CIAD I;
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p) Encourage and support the adoption and implementation, in
different Diaspora countries, of policies that will facilitate the
elimination of racism and the promotion of equality among
races.

B. Mobilization of Support
q) Encourage the civil society in the Diaspora and in Africa to
support, advocate and mobilize resources for the development of
Africa and its Diaspora;
r)
Express mutual support and solidarity between Africans on the
Continent and in the Diaspora in circumstances of violation of
human and peoples’ rights;
s) Encourage the full implementation of United Nations General
Assembly resolutions on the Permanent Memorial to and
remembrance of the victims of slavery and the transatlantic slave
trade, express appreciation for contributions made to the Trust Fund
in this regard and urge other countries to contribute to the Fund;
t) Campaign for the ratification and full implementation of all
relevant instruments that enhance the protection of women, youth,
children and other vulnerable groups, in particular, the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial
Discrimination, the United Nations Convention against all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, the United Nations Convention on
the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members
of their Families, and the UNESCO Convention for the Protection
and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions;
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u) Encourage the ratification and full implementation of the United
Nations Convention on Transnational Organized Crime as a means
of stemming trans-border criminality;
v) Encourage Africans in the Diaspora to campaign against the
proliferation of small arms and light weapons in Africa especially in
countries where they are domiciled and in those that are arms
producers;
w) Encourage the contribution of the Diaspora in the strengthening
of International partnerships of the African Union;
x) Affirm the Principles of International Law and the Charter of
the United Nations that preclude unilateral measures that would
create obstacles to trade relations among States, impede the full
realization of social and economic development and hinder the wellbeing of the population in the affected countries;

II. ECONOMIC COOPERATION
In the area of economic cooperation, we commit to the following:
A. Government Action to Foster Increased Economic
a) Develop effective regional integration mechanisms that would
enhance closer interaction between the African Union and the
Diaspora;
b) Take concrete measures that would promote and sustain linkages
between AU and the Diaspora in the following priority areas: trade
and investment, science and technology, travel and tourism,
communication and transportation infrastructure, energy,
information and communication technology and cultural industries;
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c) Create an environment conducive for the growth and
development of Small, Medium and Micro-Enterprise and promote
entrepreneurship in Africa and the Diaspora;

B. Mobilization of Capital
d) Use financial instruments focusing on investments to facilitate
the mobilization of capital that would strengthen links between
Africa and the Diaspora;
e) Explore the possibility of creating a Development Fund and/or
African Diaspora Investment Fund to address development
challenges confronting Africans in the continent and the Diaspora.
C. Partnership in Business
f) Enhance partnership between the African and Diaspora private
sectors through efforts such as regular meetings of Chambers of
Commerce and listing in African Stock Exchanges and vice-versa;
g) Build on Africa’s and the Diaspora’s comparative advantages in
culture to translate them into economic gains through collaborative
programmes that would facilitate the strategic development and
marketing of their cultural goods and services.

D. Science and Technology
h) Promote coordination and development of institutions in Africa
and the African Diaspora, dedicated to innovation and invention for
social and economic development of Africa and the Diaspora;
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i) Tunis Declaration, as well as the Digital Solidarity Fund as a
means of creating e-linkages between Africa and the Diaspora.
E. Knowledge Transfer and Skills Mobilization
j) Promote coordination and development of institutions in Africa
and the African Diaspora, dedicated to innovation and invention for
social and economic development of Africa and the Diaspora;
k) Encourage
the use of the International Organisation for
Migration(IOM) and the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) for Migration for Development in Africa programme to
work in concert with the AU Commission to mobilize the skills and
resources of the Diaspora to enhance the institutional capacities of
national and regional institutions;
l) Promote trade and investment opportunities linked to indigenous
knowledge systems, while ensuring that the related intellectual
property rights are secured for the benefit of Africa and the
Diaspora;
m) Promote the establishment of a comprehensive and all-inclusive
database that will match the expertise of African professionals in
Africa and its Diaspora to African developmental needs;
n) Adopt and promote the ‘Development Market Place for the
African Diaspora Model’ (DMADA) as a framework for innovation
and entrepreneurship that would facilitate development.
F. Infrastructural Development
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o) Support the development of Africa related undersea cable and
terrestrial fibre optic connectivity initiatives; and
p) Harmonise regulatory structures related to infrastructure, such as
telecommunication and transportation.

G. Information Gathering and Dissemination Capacity
q) Develop an overarching communications strategy for
disseminating information on Africa Union programmes (including
NEPAD) and Diaspora initiatives;
r) Support the development of an updated and reliable census and
statistics on employment, unemployment and entrepreneurship in
Africa and the Diaspora with special focus on the Youth.
H. Climate Change
s) Work closely to advance the international agenda on climate
change in international fora given its devastating effects particularly
on Africa and the Caribbean.
III. SOCIAL COOPERATION
In the area of social cooperation, we commit to the following:
A. Knowledge and Education
a) Design and develop platforms for African and Diaspora educators
and scholars to address the developmental agenda of the Continent
and the Diaspora. These would include, among others, the
establishment of African- centred institutions and programmes and
increased collaboration efforts between academic and research
institutions in Africa and the Diaspora regions;
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b) Ensure the harmonisation and implementation of regional and
international protocols protecting indigenous knowledge systems and
intellectual property rights;
c) Emphasize the importance of education as a basic condition of
achieving human development and the need to promote literacy
campaigns.
d) Support the creation of linkages between Diaspora Academic,
Research and Development Institutions and those in Africa;
e) Ensure the participation of Diaspora Experts in the development
and implementation of AU-Diaspora initiative.

B) Arts and Culture
f) Promote the coordination and funding of cultural exchange
programmes between Africa and the Diaspora;
g) Further encourage and disseminate information to all Member
States on African-Diaspora projects which are being implemented
such as the Museum of Black Civilisations, an African
Remembrance Square, the African Renaissance Monument, the
Joseph Project and slave route;
h) Support, encourage and promote the celebration of global
observance days as symbols of solidarity for the commemoration of
the common heritage and vision of Africa and its Diaspora, in order
to strengthen Pan-African unity and identity, in particular, Africa
Day, African Union Day, Black History Month and Emancipation
Day;
In the area of social cooperation, we commit to the following:
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C. Media and Image Building
i) Coordinate efforts of the existing media and promote new media
to re-brand Africa and to counter stereotypes about Africans and
people of African descent;
j) Explore possibilities of creating Africa News Network Service to
enhance image branding and imaging of Africa;
k) Promote national and continental initiatives that aim to enhance
good governance and rule of law, so as to strengthen a positive
image of Africa among the African Diaspora and the international
community at large.
D. Immigration
i) Engage developed countries with a view to creating favourable
regulatory mechanisms governing migration; and to address
concerns of African immigrants in Diaspora Communities;
E. Human and People’s Rights
m) Work for the full implementation of the Plan of Action of the
United Nations World Conference Against Racism;
n) Engage developed countries to address the political and socioeconomic marginalisation of Diaspora communities in their
countries of domicile;
o) Strengthen the implementation of legislation and other measures
aimed at eradicating child trafficking, human trafficking, child
labour, exploitation of children and women in armed conflicts and
other modern forms of slavery;
F. Social and Cultural Issues
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p) Allocate more resources on social spending programmes such as
health, education and housing;
q) Cooperate, in order to make social security institutions more
efficient in protecting Africans and members of the Diaspora;
r) Ensure expansion of access to the Internet for social, health,
business and development and trade;
s) Coordinate with the African Diaspora regarding the question of
the illegally acquired cultural goods that exist outside the African
continent, with the aim of speeding their return to their countries of
origin in Africa;
t) Ensure the promotion of sports and sports exchange between the
AU Member States and the Diaspora;

IMPLEMENTATION AND FOLLOW-UP
We adopt the following implementation and follow-up mechanism/
strategy:
1. Host rotational AU Diaspora Conference in Africa andin the
Diaspora to review the implementation of this Programme of
Action.
2. Involve Regional Economic Communities (RECs) in the
implementation of this Programme of Action.
3. Request the AU Commission to develop mechanisms to ensure
that the experiences of women, youth and vulnerable groups
are taken into account in the implementation of this
Programme of Action.
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4. Continue communication efforts to popularize the African
Diaspora initiative and promote positive images of Africa that
will create a conducive environment for investment
opportunities on the continent.
5. Take necessary measures to ensure the establishment of an
AU-Diaspora Foundation/Trust to support the AU-Diaspora
initiative;
6. Agree to establish multi-stakeholder working groups
comprising the AU, CARICOM and representative from the
Diaspora in the following priority areas: Economic
Cooperation (including infrastructure, sea and air links, trade
and investment, and travel and tourism); Science And
Technology (including the establishment of Low Earth Orbit
satellite, and research in agriculture, biotechnology, renewable
energy technologies, infectious and non-infectious diseases);
7. Consider the possibility of setting up a mechanism, such as a
Diaspora Consultative Forum that would support closer
collaboration between the AU and the Diaspora community;
8. Agree to set up a Diaspora Advisory Board, which will address
overarching issues of concern to Africa and its Diaspora such
as reparations, right to return and follow up to WCAR Plan of
Action, amongst others;
9. Further agree, in principle that the structures and institutions
envisaged in this Declaration are established and operate in a
streamlined manner, in order to achieve efficiency and value
for all Africans on the Continent and the Diaspora;
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10. Explore various innovative and practical sources of funding for
the Diaspora Programme, to ensure its sustainability.

LEGACY PROJECTS
We further agree to adopt five legacy projects as a way of giving
practical meaning to the Diaspora programme and in order to
facilitate the post-Summit implementation programme. These are: a)
the production of a Skills Database of
African Professionals in the Diaspora; b) the establishment of the
African Diaspora Volunteers Corps; c) the African Diaspora
Investment Fund; d) a programme on the Development Marketplace
for the Diaspora, as a framework for facilitating innovation and
entrepreneurship among African and Diaspora; and e) The African
Remittances Institute.
Done at Johannesburg, South Africa 25 May 2012
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